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FOREWORD 
The faVo\l:r.~ble reception given ~~ mACHI~JG_. AIDS 
on 3~ poems from OUR HERITAGE, .the .. Grade Nine. 
Anthology, gave rise t~ a .s .imila;r. ~<l_ertaking for_ .. _ 
the GOLDEN CARAVAN, the Grade Ten textbook. In this 
volume, 40 poems are sympathetically analy~ed, with 
the addition of a very wide diversity of Ques.tions and 
Mod~l Answers, w.hich should prove of considerable 
.help to the busy teec.her • 
* * • * 
-• 
• 
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BARB'RY ELLEN 
t-1Barb 'ry Ellenu is a very old and a very -popular balla4. 
It was first printed in England in 1740, and in the Unit~d .. - ~t~~~s 
in 1836, though references to it i .n E11glish literature extend back 
t .hree hundred years. ~J.ha.t appears in GOLDEN CARAVAN is . a moder~ 
version:~ For the purposes of· com.parison, a few stanzas of_' tti.e 
ballad as it appeared in South Carolir1a in 1927, are- given -below.-
The student should know that . t .here are many variation of this, and 
of some ct.her popular ballads~ Sornetimes, too, tt,i~ tunes differ. 
nBonnie Barbara Allen11 
It was upon a high, high hill 
Two maidens chose their dwelling; 
And or1e was known botr1 far arid wide, 
Was known as ,Ba.rbara Allen0 · 
·· 'Twas in the merry n1ontl1 of May j 
All the flower~: bloomir1g, 
A ~ong man or1 his deatb.-·bed lay 
For the love of Barbara Allen. 
He sent a servar1t lli1to r1er 
In the town wr1ere she was dwelling. 
"Come, Miss, O Mt.ss, to my· ma.ster dying 
If your name be Barbara Allen.M 
Slowly, slowly she got up, 
And to his bedside goj_ng, 
She drew the "curtain to one side, 
And said ·~ .nyoung man, you 1re dying.u 
He stretched one pa,le .hand to 
As though he would to touch 
She hopped and skipped across 
"Young man, 11 says~ ur wor1vt 
. ~ 
. 
. ner 
here 
t .he floor. 
have you. 
"Remember, 'member in the town, 
'Twas in the tavern a.rinking' 
You drank a healtr1 to t .he ladies all, · 
But you slighted Barbara Allen." 
- :· -· - -
• 
• 
.. 
• 
... 
-
• 
.. 
• 
• 
' 
He turned his face t9wBrd t~e wall, 
His back upon his darling. 
11 ! know I shall see you no more, 
So good-bye, Barbara Alleno" 
As she was going to her home, 
She heard the church bell tolling. 
She looked to the east and looked to the west, 
And saw the corpse a~comingo 
Another version of this love-tale runs as follows: 
"Bonny Barbara Allann 
It was in and about the Martinmas time, 
When the green leaves were a-falling, 
That . Sir Jo.hn Graeme, in the West Country, 
Fell in love with Barbara Allan. 
He sent his man down t .hroufh the town, 
To the place where she was dwelling: 
n 0 haste and come to my master dear, 
Gin ~.,.e be Barbara Allano \~ 
0 hooly 9 hooly rose she up, 
To the place where he was lying, 
And when s.he drew the curtai.n by, 
"Young man, I thing yol1 1re dyingou 
"O it's I'm sick, and very, very sick9 
And 't is at for-i Barbara ... t\.llan:" 
u O t .he better for me ye is never be, 
T.ho your .heart's blood were a-spilling. 
11 0 d inna ye mind , yom1g man, n said she, 
"When ye was in t .he t a\rern a-drinking, 
That ye made the healths gaw round and round, 
And slighted Barbara Allan ?u 
He turned his face unto the wall, 
And deat:h was with him dealing: 
"Adieu, adieuj my dear t•riends all, 
And be kind to Barbar~a Allan. u 
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And slowly, slowly, raise s .he up, 
And slowly, slowly left him, 
And sighing said, she could not stay, 
Since death of life had reft him. 
She had not gane a mile but twa, 
When she heard the deat-bell ringing, 
.Aild every jow that t .he deadcmrbell geid, 
It cryd, woe to Barbara AllanJ 
"0 mot.her, mother, make my bed! 
O make it saft and narrowJ 
Since my love died for me to-day, 
I'll dies for him to-morrow~ 
The above is a very old version of this tragic love ballad. 
It gives the name of t .he hero as 0 Sir John Graeme." Some of the 
Scottish words call for explanation: '1 Ginnu (line 8) means "if11 ; 
0 hooly" (line 9) means 0 slowly11 ; dinna ye mind 11 (line 17) means 
"don't you remember?" "gane a mile but twa" (line 29) means 
"gone only two miles ts; u jow'1 (line 31) means 11 strokeu. 
Pupils in Grade X may. need to be reminded that old ballads 
have no known authors; that · t~ey always tell a story, often a tragic 
one; that t .hey were usual-ly written in fourcmline stanzas; t .hat the 
language used is simple since· ballads we·re composed by simple people; 
that ballads contain many repetitions, words sometimes being used 
as space fillers to kee·p the rhythm intact; . that they are: rhythmical; 
that they are prese~ted in a .very matter-of~faet way without any 
attempt to build up .- emotion; .. that they often contain dialogue; that 
they are very compressed; and sometimes they contain superstitious 
beliefs o Such distincti.ve marks make ballads stand out as a class 
from other kinds of poetry. 
SWING LOW, SWEET CHARIOT 
The Negro spiritual is a special kind of folk song, or a 
special kind of ballado The word "spiritual" indicates prayer 
songs, marked with strong rhy.thm and harm.onyo, As a praye~, the 
s_piritual is reverent, not humorouse When sung, Negro spirituals 
are often accompanied by an extended movement of the arms, a sway-
ing of the head or of the whole body, and on times a light tapping 
of the feet. 
• 
• 
.. 
, I 
I 
' .. 
\ 
I 
.. -
.. 
• 
• 
• 
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Pupils should realize, of course, th?t t .p.e s~tting of this 
and of ct.her such spirituals is the long period of slavery wti~_n 
Negroes in the Southern States suffered oppression and prayed for 
release_o Because they are a fine e~pressiqn of n~tive_ .Am~ri(!e!l 
quiture, these spirituals are popular and will enduree Like the 
cow.boy song, "Whoopee Ti Yi Yo!~~ n S·wing Low., Sweet Chariotn is 
included in many community· song books (t Hence the class will 
appreciate it best where the pupils participate in its perf~r~~9~o 
APPRECIATION: The rhythms of' n Swing Low 9 Sweet Chariotn are strongly 
marked, and its narrative element is simpleo Like mQst religious · 
folk ballads of the Negro, it consists of a simple stanza pattern, 
with much repetition; and there is a refraino In its treatment, 
the poem advances but little, ·being mainly a moodo 
QUESTI01'TS: 
lo What is the theme of uswing LOW9 ·Sweet Chariot"? 
2 o W.hat is the mood? 
3o Name one other such spirituale 
ANSWERS: 
lo The theme is the joy experienced by the dying Negro, as he 
look forward to heaven. 
2e The mood is melanc.holyo 
3 o The pupil's own answer· o 
THE T'W.A CORBIES 
VOCABULARY~ 
Line 2: twa two 
" 2: corbies crows 
2~ making a mane -t1olding a discussion; complaining 
about hungero 
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tt 3: tane one. 
5: yon auld fail dyke -yonder old turf wall. 
tt 6: wot know. 
7: kens knows. 
a 13: hause bane neck bone. 
n 15: · gowden golden. 
" 16 ·: theek -bed eek. 
APPRECIATION: This old ballad is a masterpeiee of compression 
and omission. Appreciation demands that the pupil appreciate the 
economy and force with whic.h the tale is told. The story begins 
abruptly. The hawk, the hound, and the lady represent t .he world of 
knig.hthood, the hawk and the hound S3'?11bOlizing the gay life Of t .be 
chase. No one seems to care for t .he dead knight -except the crows 
The lady herself has a new lover! So passes the glor1 or the world. 
QUESTIONS: 
le How much of the story is evident from the details given 
in the poem? 
2 e How does stanza five add to the horrifying nature of t .he 
crime? 
3. From your knowledge of old ballads, compare "The twa 
Corbie• with the typical folk ballad. as to: 
ANSWERS: 
(a) number ot lines in the stanza; 
(b) number of accented syllables in t .he lines J 
(c) the rhyme scheme; 
(d) repetitions; 
(f) dialogue. 
1. Not much is evident. We do not know who 11 telling the 
story. We know nothing of the dead knight, but we. may 
suspect that the 'lad7' had a hand in his death, because 
she alread1 has a new lover, The body ot the slain knig.ht 
has been abandoned 2-£&4 to make a feast tor crov1J 
, 
' 
... 
• 
• 
2 o In stanza five the knight is rem.em be red, for the1·e is . 
manentation on the part of some people who are not de~inedo .. They 
will never know the fate of the late knight, whose bones are now 
picked bareo Thus the story ends, with the wind whistling over 
the bleaching bones of the lover~ ur1remembered and undiscoveredl 
T.he lover lies unremembered; t l1e late knight, ·una i sco·vered o 
3o The pupil's own answero 
WHOOPEE TI YI YO 
APPRECIATION: T.his is a cowboy song ~ _a$ s·ung by cow'bqys out 
west about a hundred years agoo Such sor1gs were slmg by catt:I.e .. 
herders while riding nighta...r1erd on t.t1e plains of· the westerr1 United 
States, to keep the cattle quiet; in other words 9 _to prevent st~mpedeso 
A dogie is a motherless calf' ir1 a range herd; the word is a 
western cowboy termo The word shrnll.d not 'be c onfused 'tvi th udoggy" 9 
or "doggien, which means i1 a small dogK~ o · 
Lines 5'c.i8 constitute the chor/)us CJ and tt1ese would be repeated , 
after each stanzao The fr~ eqt1er1t errors in grammar in.d1cate that the 
song was composed 'by a poorly educated persono Howe·~rer, the lines 
as they are express wel l the spirit of t .he rangeo 'J~h1.s soz1g may be 
found in many community song bookso Hence, to appreciate it best 
is to have it played and s1.mg o 
···"· 
TO A MOU.SE 
APPRECIATION: 1lTo A Mouseu is written ir1 Souther11 Scottis.h 
dialect~ This was the l anguage of Burns's boyhoodo The poem is a 
masterpiece of wit and charmo .It is a splendid expression of roman-
tic sympathy for such a tiny creature as a mo11s e e Note the phrase~ 
nNature's social unionn? in stanza twoo This extends the idea of 
democracy ~ the idea of ·brotherhood 9 to. embrace even the lower 
animalso 
T.his poem is known in some way among most of the poorly 
educated; arid it is quite f\) amili.ar to all liter·ate peopleo Stanza 
seven contains a famous quot ation: 
The best laid schemes o~ mice an' men 
Gang aft aa»gleyo 
-10-
Only a genius could take such a lowly subject and fashion 
from it a poem containing wisdom so memorably expressed. 
FORM: A six-line stanza, with the lines rhyming ~•aaa bab'1 e T.hus, 
there are four a's and two b's. Lines one, two, t .hree, and five 
are iambic tetrameter; while the other two are iambic dimeter. This 
form was popular with Burns. 
It may be noted here that rhyme performs three functions. In 
the first place, it provides musical pleasure; in the second place, 
it sets off the lines; and in the t .hird place it helps to bind the 
poem togethero 
QUESTIONS: 
1. Explain lines 3 and 4 in t .he third stanza. 
2. Why does Burns t .hink the mouse is mo~e fortunate t .han he? 
3. Has the mouse any right to the farmer's grain? Discuss. 
ANSWERS~ • 
1. An odd ear of corn in a w.hole sheaf is a small request. 
2o Burns thinks the mouse is more fortunate because, unlike 
man, the mouse can not look ahead or back. In ott1er wor·ds, 
he has no intellect o Man 1 s memory· and imagination can add 
to his sorrows e Only the present can affect t .he mouse. 
3e (The pupil's own answer)e 
LONDON SNOW 
To be a good teacher of literature is no easy jobo To teacl1 
11 London Snowu, or indeed any selection in t .he Ant.hology, the 
teacher should know intimately his (or her) work of art. For a 
poem is a work of art, and as such it is a cb.allenge in appreciation. 
The teac.her at this period has to be vivacious, and sensitive to var-
ious stimuli, artistic and human. Fortunate is the teacher who is 
able to draw on a rich story of experience and share his treasure 
with the pupils. It is well to remember that tl1e ordinary class usually 
comprises pupils not their from choice. Even after years in school, 
some of them unfortunately have little acquaintance wit.h poetry -
that is, the real soul of poetry. They are still primitive. Within 
the walls of any classroom a teacher confronts a parliament of 
potential responses or resistances. 
• 
, 
.. ---- · -----------
• 
• 
• 
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"London Snow" appeals to ear and eye; in other words, it is 
concerned with sound and sight, for t .he poem presents b9th ~r~_l. . 
and visual images. · As has been so often stated, imagery plays a big 
part in poetryo There· is imagery for seeing, imagery for hearing, 
imager·y for feeling, imagery for all five senses, plus a sixth kind 
of imagery, known as kinesthetico Now 9 the word 'kinesthetic' may . 
appear frightening, but the term simply means t .he sensation of .. __ 
tension or realization, produced by tensed or relaxed muscles, joints, 
and tensions of or~bodieso And images can come mixedo For example, 
the word 'red' may give one person a visual image, and anot.her 
person, a kinesthetic image, and a third person, a complex of the _ 
twoo Certainly for a person who has lost something precious in a . 
fire, the very mention of 'red' may produce shoe!~ --.-·a kin.esthetic 
imageo 
If we analyse sight images closely, we may distinguish a 
number of kinds of sight images: color, size, shapej position, and 
movement (or lack of movement)o Next in frequency comes sound 
-or abse.nce of sound Q 
The poem, u London Snow'·', really consists of four sections, 
though it appears in the textbook as one blocko The first nine lines 
contain a wonderful description of snow falling I1ot of snow 
already down. T;he beginning of the poem deals with t .he start of the 
~nowo Here are the nine lines6 
When men were all asleep t .he snow came f"lying, 
In large white flakes falling on the city brown, 
Stealthily and perpetually settling a.rid loosely lying, 
Hushing the latest traffic of the drowsy town; 
Deadening, muffling, stifling its murmurs 1~ailir1g; 
Lazily and incessantly floating down and down: 
Silently sifting and veiling road 9 roof, and railing; 
Hiding difference, making unevenness even, 
Into angles and crevices softly drifting and sailing. 
The experience or impression gained by a person out into the 
snow while it is falling, is one thing; the atmosphere is quite 
different just after the snow has fallen; while the morning after, 
the texture is something else againo . 
Notice the long lines to indicate the great amount of snow; 
and the long vowel sounds, which suggest the hushed, slow falling 
of the flakes: 
Stealthily and perpetually settling and loosely lying, 
Hushing the lates traffic of the drowsy town" 
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However, t .hough the lines appear long, there_ a~e i~ ~e~lity_ ~o 
more than fi\te main stresses, as _in __ th.e _ otqe_~ . l~f1:es. Added length 
is achieved by the introduction of many unaccented syllables. These 
give the effect. of length and lightness. Notice,·too, the ~rowsy effect 
of the muted sounds in 
Lazily and incessantly floating down and down: 
Silently sifting and veiling road, roof, and railing. 
T.he poet makes use of much feminine rhyme which has un-
stressed final syllables as opposed to masculine rhyme, which is 
based on heavy accents. Thus the reader is helped to feel the light-
ness of the snow as it falls so silently. 
Section number two is also framed in nine lines. This 
part describes t .he effect of the snow as it lies thiclt in 
ttuncompacted lightness". And the poet goes onuto tell us more 
about ·the snow its n unaccustomed brightness , t .he nstrange 
unheavenly glare11 l the "dazzling whiteness", and the nstillness 
of the solemn air' • 
All night it fell, and when full inches seven 
It lay in the depth of its uncompacted lightness, 
Its clouds blew off from a high and frosty heaven; 
And all woke earlier for the unaccustomed brig.htness . 
Of the winter dawning, the strange unheavenly glare: 
The eye marvelled marvelled at the dazzling whiteness; 
Tbe ear .harkened to the stillness of the solemn air; 
No sound of wheel rumbling nor of foot falling, 
And the busy morning cries came thin and spare. 
The third section consists of twelve lineso What visual 
images greet us herel We behold boys on their way to school, and 
the excitement that is theirs as they respond characteristically 
by making snowballs and floundering riotously in the white wonder 
and the excitement of happy winter. Also a few carts '1creek and 
blunder", - the latter. verb indicative of the lurch of the vehicles 
in the snow. T.hen t 'he sun makes his pale appearance to herald 
"the stir of the day'' o 
Then boys I heard, as they went to sc.hool, calling, 
They gathered up the crystal manna to i'feeze · 
Their tongues with tasting, t .heir hands with snow-balling, 
Or rioted in a drift, plunging up to the knees; 
Or peering up from under the white-mossed wonder, 
uo look at the treesltt they cried, no look at the treesJll 
With lessened load a few carts creak and blunder, 
-Following along the white deserted way, 
A country company long dispersed asunder; 
When now already the sun, in pale display 
Standing by Paul's high dome, spread forth below 
His sparkling beams, and awoke the stir of t .he day. 
' 
t 
-·---·- ----- -------
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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The fourt ,h part pictures in seven lines the "war waged wtth 
the snow", as men on their way to 1v-or"k "tread long bro·wn path_sn, . 
and perhaps forget t .heir accustomed worries amid _ the wonder of the 
snow, even as they violate the very beauty that entrances them, How 
effective is the line • 
Tread long brown paths, as toward their toil they go, 
every word a single syllable, the long vowel sounds suggesting the 
weary effort of those toilersl 
No doubt this image is a part of the previous experience of 
many people still, though travel today is less and less on footo 
Yet the more complex the world becomes the more people turn to the 
past and the simple things in lifeo Nature's miracles recur un-
changed. 
For now doors open, and war is waged with the snow; 
And trains of sombre men, past tale of num·ber·, 
Tread long brown paths, as toward their toil they go; 
But even for them awhile no cares encumber_ 
T,heir minds diverted; the daily word is ·unspoken, 
T.he . dailY .. t.ho~g.ht.s . of labour an·d sorrow slumber 
At the sight of the beauty t .hat greets them, f"'oI~ t .he charm 
they have broken • 
~ .... > o p O -
_ How important it is for the teacher to insist t ,hat a poem lives l 
Pupils in high school should be led to realize t .hat a poem is not an 
arbitrary arrangement of words by someone who is difficult to 
understand and very probably deado Frthermor,e~ the obscurity of 
a poem is the product of two factors: the thing read, and the person 
who reads it. The greater of the two factors is the latter, though 
the reader rarely blames himself o 
QUESTIONS: 
1. Where is the scene of the poem? Can you give two reasons 
to support your answer? 
2. What kind of morning followed t he snowfal l? Quote a few 
phrases to illustrate your answero 
3. What effect did the snow have 
(a) on the b,oy~? 
(b) on the men going to work? 
(ci) on the poet himself? 
4. Write a brief note on the author (about 100 words). 
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SHE WALKS 
VOCABULARY: 
Line 4: aspect -counterance 
ti 9: tress ____ a long lock of hair. 
BACKGROU~ID: 
This lyric was inspired by Byron's first meeting with a lady 
who was a cousin by marriage. They met at a party at which the 
woman were a black dress with spangles. 
APPRECIATION: 
This lyric .has given delight to countless readers. T.he author 
expresses sincere admiration for the woman as he waw her at ~he _ 
party. It is in no sense a love poem. The words and P.hrases ~re 
simple and memorable. The rhythm of the lines is regular, and the 
lines rhyme alternately. Thus the six-line stanza has this rhyme 
pattern: a,b,a,b,a,b. 
QUESTIONS: 
1. Describe the lady in a single word. 
2. Scan stanza one. 
3. Write a brief note on the author (about · 100 words). 
ANSWERS: 
1. The single word is __ charming l 
2. She walks I in beau I ty like I the night I 
or cloud I less climes I and star I ry skies I 
And all I that's best I of dark I and bright I 
Meet in I her as I pect and I her eyes I 
Thus mell I ow' d to I t .hat ten I der light I 
Which heav'n I to gaud I y day I de nies I 
• 
• 
.. 
.. 
i 
• 
• 
• 
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George Gordon, Lord B·yronj was born in London, England~­
in 1788, and was educated at Harrow and Cambridgeo The 
boy came intQ the family title at the age of eleven·o 
Upon his graduation from Cambridge, he visited Greece to 
swim the Hellespont, now known as t .he Dardanelles, to 
'C!ommemorate the famous exploit of fabled Leandero 
Lord Byron was of a restless dispositiono At the .age of 
213, .he left Eng.land to reside on the Continent o . He _ died 
while helping the Greeks in their struggle for freedom 
from the Turks.a· Apart from his satires, notably "Don Juan" 
and "The Vision of Judgment"j his poetry is passionately 
romantic in theme and moodo 
AN OLD HABITANT 
QUESTIONS: 
; . 
lo Would you say that nthe waning lightn 0 1S symbolic? Explaino 
2. Scan the last two lineso 
3o What is t .his meter called? 
4. What do you call a poem of tr1is type? 
5o State in sentence the theme 0 idea of t .he poemo one or main 
60 Wr.ite a brief note on the authoro 
ANSWERS: 
lo Yeso The old man's earthly span is nearing its end, so that 
the end of another harvest suggests to hi.m the end of mortal 
life() 
2o The frost I has touched/ the corno/ and oats I are ripe I 
And in I t .he or I chard fruit I begins I to fall/ 
3. Iambic pentanetero 
4o A sonneto 
5o At the close of a busy season t .he old farmer sits with his 
thoughtso 
6. Frank Oliver Call was born in Quebec in the year 18780 He 
received fiis education at Stanstead College, at the Canadian 
Universities, Bis.hop's and McGill, and at Sorbonne, Pariso 
He was Professor of Modern Languages at Bis.hop's Univer-
sity for yearso His writing include much about the Acadians 
and t .he French Canadians o 
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THE DROMEDARY 
APPRECIATION: 
The poet's intention in this poem is clearly to show the con-
trast between the curious mob staring at the camel in captivity, and 
the attitude of the animal in such unnatural surroundings. The 
sonnet form is ideally suited to this purpose, with the octave 
.: focussed on t .he vulgar crowd, and the sestet on the dignified 
' response of the camel. 
. . 
In this Petrarcan. sonnet, the rhyme and rhythm are simple. 
: ·T.he diction is simple as well; with many epithets, such as 11 gay", 
"lank'', "shrill", uhot 11 , nmute 11 , uproud'', ttcoarse11 , t•gaunt 1·•, and 
ti high'' o The diction, too, sometimes carries an underlying meaning, 
as, for example·, in the expression: ''his head was hig.h''. 
QUESTIONS: 
lo What is the image of "dromedary" as used in this poem? 
2. What words reveal that the poet is not in sympathy with t .he 
spectators? 
3. What does the poet suppose the camel remembers? 
4. How does the animal s.how his n infinite scorn"? 
5. Why is the sonnet form well suited to this theme? 
6. Write a brief note on the author (about 100 words)o 
7o What does the author wish to teach us in this poem? 
ANSWERS: 
1. In t .his poem the camel has two humps, as line four indicates o 
In zoology, the dromedary is a one-humped animal, native 
to Arabia and North Africa. In comm.on speech the term is 
used for riding camels as distinguished from heavier camels 
used for carrying baggage. The word "dromedaryn comes 
from a Greek word meaning nrunning 11 • The Bactrian camel 
has two humps. 
2. The pupil's own answer. 
3. Perhaps the vast stretches of sand of his native land in the 
East. 
f 
• 
, 
tti 
i 
• 
• 
• 
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4. t-1His head was high" and 11 on his lip and nostril infinite 
scornuo 
5. The structure of the sonnet emphasize~ the contrast between 
the attitude of the spectators and the attitude of the 
camel. The octave highlights the one, the sestet, the 
other. 
6. Archibald Y. Cam-pbell was born in the year 1885 at Blan- . 
tyre, Scotland. He received his education at Fninburgh _ . _ 
and Cambridge. He is a classical scholar, and was professor 
of Greek at bot.h Liverpool and Cambridge. He _ .has contriputed 
poems and articles in prose to many periodicals, arid is well 
known as a translator of the classicso In nThe Dromedaryt', 
the author throws the spotlight on the mind and feelings 
of certain types of people in our dayo 
7. The pupil's own answero 
THE SHIPS OF SAINT JOHN 
QUESTIONS: 
1. Locate Fundy and tell something of its tides. 
2. (a) W.ho were the Loyalists? 
(b) What ideals did they hold? 
3. (a) What metre does t .he poet use in this poem? 
(b) Scan the first stanzao 
4. Do you think there is symbolism in the last stanza? Explaino 
5. Write a brief note on the author (about 100 words or so). 
ANSWERS: 
1. The Bay of Fundy is an extension of the N'o1~t .h Atlantic 
Ocean, dividing Nova Scotia from New Brunswick. · A large 
map will show that it terminates in two branches, the north-
ern section being known as the Chignecto C.hannel, and the 
Southers as Minas C.hannel. From Grand Manan Island, at the 
entrance to the bay, to Cape C.hignecto, its lengt.h is about 
100 miles. 
... 18-
There is considerable fog in summer, and the coasts are 
rocky. The tides are swift bµt regularo Tide, of course 
means the rhyt.hmical rise and fall of t .he oceano The _ 
average interval between successive high tides is 12 hours, 
25 minutes. The hig.hest or spring tides gradually change to 
the lowest or neap tideso The interval between successive 
spring tides is half a lunar month~ Usually spring tides 
occur at or near the time when t he moon is new or full, and 
neap tides when the moon is in the first or third quartero 
At Fundy, spring tides are hig.h 9 r anging from 27 f.,eet at Saint John to 50 feet in Minas Channele Wherever a river 
estuary is narrow, the tide makes a bore, usually from four 
to six feet high. 
2. The pupil's own answero 
3. The author of this poem uses the troc.haic metre. l~e pp~l 
s .hould know t .hat at the end of a trochaic line, an accented 
monosyllable counts as an entire foot. The number of feet 
in a line depends upon the number of stressed syllables and 
not upon the total number of syllableso 
Smile you I in land I hills and I riv ers I 
Flush you I moun tains I in the I dawn 
But my I rov ing I heart is I sea ward I 
With t .he I ships of I grey Saint /~ (Johno 
4. There is symbolism. T.he poet's tb.~og.hts turn abruptly to t .he 
life beyond this eartho Carman has the same idea as has 
Tennyson in his famous poem, 11 Cr,) oss i r1g t .he Bar11 • 
5. Wiliam Bliss Carman was born in Fredericton, New Brunswick, 
in 1861. He received his education at the Universities of 
New Brunswick, F.dinburgh 9 and ~Harvard, For a time he taught 
school, studied law, and practised c i vil engineering. Later 
he turned to writingo Wheh he was 32 9 his first collection 
of poems was published: u Low 'I'ide on Gt' and Preu o I n 
succ.eeding years, twenty-two volumes o1' poems appeared. At 
t .he time of his deat.h in 1929, he was regarded as Canada 9 s 
leading poet. He was principally a poet of nature. Of all 
Carman wrote, his nature lyrics have best stood the te11t of 
time. 
• 
' · 
• 
i 
• 
• 
• 
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, 
LEPANTO 
BACKGROUND: 
The battle described by the poet was foug.ht in the Gulf'' of 
Lepa.'lto, on October 7, 1571, between the Turks and the forces 9f 
the Christian. League, embracing Spain, Austria, Venice, G~n9a, _ . _ . 
Sicily, and Naples o Don John of Austria, . a brilliant strategi~t: ,_ , 
commanded the more than two .hundred ships of t .he Chri~tian po-wers o 
There were over two .hundred ahd seventy Turkish vessels o · ('Histor-
ical accounts do not ' agree on the exact number of ships taking part)o 
Both sides depended on galleys manned by prisoners. Incidentally, 
Lepanto was the last great historical engagement in w.hich vessels 
propelled by oars were usedo The christians won this naval engage-
ment, but only after desperate fighting o 'I•.he_ Turks were said . to ..  
have lost 190 galleys capturedj 30,000 men killed,· 10,000 prisonersj . 
and 12,000 slaves who were set freee The Christians lost 7,?00 killedo 
Cervantes, the creator of "'Don Quixotet•, was among the woundedo 
VOCABULARY: 
Line 6: inmos.t sea --the Mediterrar1eano 
ti 
t1 
n 
7 ~ the white republics--Albania ·and near~by states o 
16: crownless prince·- ~Don John of Austriao 
33: Death-light of AfricaJ_,_,.,,..Don John had previously 
fought in .Africao 
u 36: Mahound --Mo.hammed, the founder of Islam. 
u 
t1 
n 
ti 
n 
t1 
38: houri a nymph of the Mo,hammedan paradise 9 en-dowed with perpetual youth. · 
47: Solomon According to Mohammedan legend 9 King 
63 ~ 
65: 
71: 
89: 
Solomon .had a ring inscribed with the name of God 
w.hich gave him control ov·er beings in t _he underworld. 
four hundred years ago t .he time of the early 
crusades o 
Richard, Raymond, Godfrey leaders in eariy 
crusades" 
Iberia - Spaino 
Domino gloria ---- Glory be to Godl 
l 't 
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98: Cross and Castle 
Castile. 
- the arms of Aragon and of 
.. 
•• 
" 102: Christian captives_ galley slaves in the Turkish 
· fleet. 
11 112: n as in a mirror" The Pope is said to have had a 
vision while the battle was being fought a vision 
that foretold the outcome. 
" 118: Vivat Hispania --Long live Spainl 
" 125: a lean and foolis.h knight --- Don Quixote. 
APPRECIATION: 
The poet has compressed the story of Lepanto in lines 
remarkable for th41r vigor and rapid movement. Though irregular, 
the rhythm is very forceful. In addition, t .here is much alliteration. 
The skillful use of alliteration provides aural pleasure, particularly 
in such lines as the following: 
Strong gongs groaning as the guns boom far, 
Don John of Austria is going to the warf 
Stiff flags straining in the night~blast$ cold 
In the gloom black-purple, in the glint old-gold, 
Torchlight crimson on t .he copper kettle-drums, 
Then the tuckets, then the trumpets, then the cannon, and 
he comes. 
When the poem has been thoroughly studied, there should be 
out-loud reading by some of the best boys in t .he class. In t .he 
case of choral reading, the class might be divided into two groups. 
To lead to fuller appreciation, an attempt should be made to have 
the poem read aloud with a strongly marked r .hyt.hm. 
QUESTIONS: 
1. Name a few of the most effective sound effects found in the 
poem. 
2. Select half a dozen examples of vivid pictures in the 
poem. 
3. Write a brief note ·on the author. 
' 
.. 
----· --- - - - --
' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
ANSWERS: 
1. Alliteration, imitative harmony, and rhyme are sound devices 
used by poets to create sound effectse Ex9mples of 
alliteration: nrounts fallingu (11.ne· l); n1aughter like"' 
(line 3); Uinmost sea 0 • oShaken 0 " eShipstt (line 6)0 
Imitative harmony is found in this line~ unim drums 
t .hrobbing, in t .he hills half t1eard o u The rhyme pattern 
is: aa,bb,cc, and so on~ 
2. nThe Lord upon t .he Golden Horn is laughing ir1 the sn.'~ 
nMahound is in his paradise above the e·vening star. :a .. 
t1He moves a mighty turban on the timeless houri's knees. tt 
"He strides among the tree~tops and is taller than the trees." 
St o Mic.hael' s on hi.s l1ountain in the sea~roads of the north.'' 
"King Philip's in his closet with the Fleece about his necko" 
Gilbert Keith Chesterton was born in London in the year 
18740 He was one of the most learned and versatile writers 
of .his day G He wrote for many per j.odicals, and produced 
many books of prose and poetry~ Chesterton was noted for 
saying things in an ·anu.sual way, very frequently in tr1e 
form of a paradoxo Two of his poems are often mentioned: 
n L~panton and u ·rhe Ballad of the White Hors en o His uF'ather 
Brown•·• stories are also .famous o He di.ed in 1936, at the 
age of 62 • 
APRIL'S c ·HARMS 
APPRECIA'I1ION: 
There is .an old say·ing that April showers bring May t·1owe1~s e 
We are thinking, of corse~ of April in the northern hemisphere. 
In addition to bringi.ng May f~1o~wers ~ April s .howers set in motion 
all of nature's wonderful world. In this poem, the poet speaks of 
flowers, birds, the babbling brook, strawberry blossoms, and the 
lift that t .he air gi·ves as it enters a person vs l ·ungs -- these 
are some of t .he t .hings we associate -v1ith Aprilo 
The language of the poem is simple. Eac.h of the four stanzas 
begins with the word nwhenn. There are sig.ht images and aural 
images. There are also several figures of speech: simile, metaphor 9 
and personification. T.here are four li11es i .n eac.h stanza, and all 
are iambic pentameter, wit.h the lines r .hyming like couplets • 
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QUESTIONS: 
lo Give one example of each figure of spee~h in the poemo 
2. What are the charms of April mentioned py the poet? 
3 o Compose a similar stanza to t .hat used in the poem above, 
on April, or on some other montho 
4o Do you recall any other poem or poems by this author? 
Two of Mro Davies' poems appeared in your course in 
Grade IX: 
uLeisuren and "Truly Great 11 0 
5o Search in your library for some other poem by Mro Davieso 
60 Write a brief note on the authon (about 100 words or so)o 
ANSWERS: 
lo The pupil's own answero 
2o The pupil's own answero 
3o The pupil's own answero 
4o The pupil's own answero 
5o Each pupil should make his own selectiono 
60 William Ho Davies was born in Wales in 18710 He was or~ 
phaned at an early ageo He did not like school, nor did 
he like to work in a store; and so .he came to America as 
a stow-away before he had reached the age of twentyo For 
years he lived the life of a hoboo While stealing a ride 
on a Canadian Pacific train, he met with a painful accident 
and lost a footo After his recovery he returned to 
England o He then had a book of poems publis.hed, and sent 
a copy to George Bernard Shaw, w.ho liked it and recommended 
its purchase to his acquaintanceo In a later prose volume, 
"Autobiography of a Super Tramp", GoB. Shaw wrote a prefaceo 
This book became very popularo Davies died in 19400 
'I 
• 
• 
• 
• 
THE KINGFISHE:R 
APPRECIATION: 
The language is rhythmical, the diction is apt, and there is 
much appeal to the imaginationo The lines are lambic tetrameter, 
with the rhyme pattern fresh as t .he pools frequented by this lovely 
bird. The couplet at t .he end o.f each six-line stanza sounds pleasing 
and restfulo Onevs imagination is touched by sc~t1 figurative lane;) 
guage as that of trees weeping& Color~ too, adds to the poem's 
pieturesquenesso 
QUESTIONS: 
l .o Who was the Kingfis.her vs mott1er 11! 
2o And who was its grandmot.her? 
3o What is the poet~s purpose in suggest i ng such an origin? 
4o Why does the poet prefer t .he Kingf'is.her to Peacocks ? 
5o What does the poet en j oy in common with t he Kingfisher? 
60 Would you say that the poem is symbolic? why? 
7o Write a brief note on ti1e author {about 100 words or so) • 
ANSWERS~ 
lo The Rainbowo 
2o Tearso 
3 o The br;illant hues of the King:fi s .t1er rf·iral the colors of the 
rainbowo 
4e The poet prefers the Kingfisher t o Peacocks because the 
Kingfisher;) is l1umblej and does .not seek p11bli cityo 
5o The beauty of the country and solit udeo 
6 o The Kingfisher is symbolic or· tl1e· poet .hin1self~ 9 for he in-
herited beauty and sorrow ~ and loved retiremento 
7. William Henry Davies was vorn in Wales i n the year 187lc 
He did not receive much formal educat ion 9 and he led a 
rovin g life for more than t .h.i rty years j in America and in 
Englando In America he reeei,ved firstha.t1d knowled ge of life 
hobo campso After losing his right foot vr.hile t rying to 
bboard a moving train i n Ontario j .tie went back to England 
and took up writing. One of his best known prose works is 
11 The Autobiography of a Sper-rarnp~ -' Some of his poetry 
is autobi ographical, too Daviesn poetry attrac t ed the 
attention of George Bernard Shawj t he famous Irish dramatisto 
Shaw d i d much to make Davies u writings popularo Davies died 
in 19400 
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THE SCARF.J;ROW 
VOCABULARY: 
Line: · 6'.·: rime~---·frosto 
n 8: mailtn -·armour. 
n 
8: morning-prime---.daybreako 
14: void-.·· eempty. 
. . . 
.. . . 
.. . 
· ... : ··. 
" 17: "lank· s .. slender. (Wrong word used in textbook") o 
u or .destined. 
APPRECIATION: 
. ~· -·': ,7 ·>" To pupi.-ls in rural areas a scarecrow is a common-place. They 
know its fun,ction. . However, the concept may be altoge·ther foreign 
to the l}rb!n girl or boy. Therefore the teacher should make sure 
that t _he pti.pils clearly Ul)derstand the meaning of this central wo~d, 
which,. indeed, constitut-es · the very title of the piece. nscarecrown 
may be defined as an object in human guise, set up to frighten the 
birds so tpat ·_ they may not molest th.e farmer 1 s crops o Such a defin-
ition is two-fold: . in the first pla·~e, it tells what a scareerow 
is; and in the s.eeond place,. it gives the reason for the ' existence .. 
of the scareer.ow·• . · · . . · · · 
. . 
. . •' . 
. . .. , ,, . 
The p·o·em ...  ~·"~ns· ·~t:hr.ee: .. se·asons.. The fir·st is winter, · to which 
eight lines - a_r.~.:.~·- <1·evqteg';·_~: ..... In the context of· · the poem witit-~r is a 
period 9t': . · ::·~e,mpl·OY$~t: ;:·:', : ~fi t~me ·or misery for the scarec.rov, now 
drenched· wit.hi ra~in -, .- ·t-~heh>,:cover~d with snow, only to be soon 
denud.ed .o·f it.s ermin~ to reveal its poverty of dusty rags, whic.h 
offer poor ·protect·!on· ·rrom the . next night's frost., 
In the e·ight ~ ·line_s which follow 9 Spring is presented as a 
loving c .h~ld. There is parallel·~sm between the child on his way 
to manhood and -Spring, the h·ar-b:fnger of smm~ro Dejection now 
gives place to happy promise-• ~forced idlen_ess vanishes, and in 
its place appears a job which gives life its purpose. The birds 
will come, will see, and /will, it is hoped, make a fit ting response. 
Time passes quickly, and another season takes overo 
The form of the poem is simple. There is only one stanza, and 
this consists of twenty-four lines. The lines alternate between iambic 
t~trameter and iambic trimeter (four t .hree, foi:µ- three). The even 
lines r .hyme. There is no simpler foot than t .he iambus, w.hic.h is the 
most common metrical foot in English verse. 
• 
• 
& 
c 
• 
• 
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QUESTIONS: 
1. (a) W.ho is the speaker in the poem? 
(b) What do you call hhis poetical device? 
2. What was his master's occupation? 
3. Name the t .hree seasons pictured in · the poem. Then write 
four lines of matching poetry to represent the fourth 
season. 
4. Wh.at ·is the function of a scarecrow? Explain how you 
would make one. 
5. Write a brief note on the author (about 100 words or so). 
ANSWERS: 
1. The speaker in the poem is the scarecrow. By having t.h~ _ 
scarecrow tell .his own story the author uses the device of' 
personification, thereby representing an inamimate object 
as possessing personal attributes. T.his imparts rea-lism to 
the poem, since the hero--the scarecrow--is doing a man's 
work. He is a faithful servant. 
2. The pupil's own answer. 
3. The pupil's own answer. 
4. T.he pupil's own answer. 
5o So much of Walter de la Mare's poetry appears up through 
the grades, that his name should by now be familiar. He 
was born in England, in the little village of Charlton, in 
Kent. He received his education at St. Paul's Cathedral 
School in London. Then he went to work as a book-keeper, 
during which time he wrote poetry and stories for children, 
and other things too. In 1908 he gave up his work of clerk-
ship, to devote his full time to writing. Walter de la Mare 
wrote about the magical, the fanciful, and ·t .he dreamy. Even 
his nonsense conveyed sense, or rat.her, 11 conveys" sense, 
because, although .he died in 1956 at t .he age of 83, he still 
lives in his poems • 
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MOONLIT APPLES 
. AP PR EC IAT I ON: 
"Moonlit Apples" is a good example of the .idyll in its orig-
inal short r ·ormo The word ''moonlit'' itself is beautiful in 
meaning, in sound, and . in its appeal to the imagination. The phrase 
"moonlit apples", then, is rich in imagery, as the lustrous skin 9f 
the apples does seem to take on a greenish hue, . f+om the moonlig~t 
piercing the gloomo Truly, this fantasy in four stanzas aff9rds a 
beautiful description of moonlight magic on a stilly night. Before 
the poem is even mentioned, the teacher could prepare the pupils for 
its "reception", by having the subject of apples done in an art les-
sono · T.he apples could be arranged in various ways in piles a.p.d .. 
rows and colored lig.hts or even a simple flashlight made to s.hine 
on them. Such an experience would help the later lesson the po~m 
as literatureo On meeting the selection the pupils would recogni~e 
that the n lesson'' says something t .hey already know, at least in some 
fashione By so doing, the teacher could go far towards creating the 
conditions in which poetic experience ma~ take place. 
The scene is such as to awaken memories , thoughts of another 
harvest completed. dreams of the mystery of apples growing on 
trees _: apples so good to look at, so good to eat; apples which 
enable Mother to make such tasty tarts, apples to help boy scouts 
finance t .heir summer camp. Arld all these reflections seem to pose 
the question of the meaning of life, the mystery of life! 
In his sublime epic, n Paradise Lost 11 , written three 
centuries ago, John Milton identified the forbidden fruit as an 
.apple. Curious Eve could not forego sampling the fruit, ~d s .he 
prevailed on Adam to do likewise o · . .. Thus began the long tr~-in of 
famines,. plagues, and wars, whic .~ blot the pages of hist·ory. So 
the apple, indeed, .has come a long, long way! 
' QUESTIONS: 
lo What season does uMoonli t Applesu represen·t? 
2o What two colors does the poet emphasize? 
3. (a) What is the rhyme pattern? 
4. 
6. 
(b) Is there an example of internal r .hyme'? Explain. 
/ 
S.how how the poet has built up the atmosphere of the scene, 
so that he may refer in the last line to the apples as 
umoon-washed apples of wonder 11 o 
S-can the first stanzao 
Write a brief note on the author. 
·• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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ANSWERS: 
lo T_he seaso.n is autumn" 
2. Silver and sea(J9greeri are t.l'1e colors & 
(a) i:·v 0 .. l . ., Cl e u abc·~ i ~ ('tn't'7' :~ r1· t: .; c·~r.! 
_._ ...t ,...) - · .J t ,., ·- ' .4. • •• ~ t be r h.~vme v • sc.r1em1e is aaab, 
cccb, ddde~ fffeD 
(b) Line 8 ~ What app:~ .qrs riere is n sect j_ona1 rhyrnen; 
whereas 11 iriterr1al. rhyme 1: is tt1e !'hy·min.g of tl1e last 
word with ar1other 1N"or ~1 n.ear tr.:.e ir1i.d~dl.e of~ the same 
line. In li.t1e 15, ~ tdeep1 ~ is really t .he repetition of 
the same word e Ir1 (}rade I.X last year, pupils .r1ad a 
good example of i .nterr1al r hy·me : 
4o The ppil~s own answer~ 
At the top I of the house i th.e ap ples 
I ' ov•.·T s I I\ ,..~a -il-, .Lle I ~ k·'r 11° g i ... , .;/- I '1 e +- ~ + l-. e I w .tU... I. / ....... ·'· J :::::> _( .J. ,.,j I .. L ... v (~ u f . .l . 
and those I Ap ples are I deep sea I ap 
There goes I A cloud I en the moon I in 
I 1 ·a I " 1 are .al / 1.n 
rnoo.n. light I in 
ples I of green I 
t r1e au I tl.unr1 night I 
60 "Tohr1 Drinkwater was ·born 'i.r1. Essex, Eng:i.ar1d, :Lt1 the y·ear 
18B2, the sor1 of_. ar1 actoro Ficr a time .h.e ser·ved as a 
clerk in an insurance off~ ice, but r1e later 'became identified 
with the theatre o He 't:\/ro t:e several ' roJ.l1m·e.s of poetry, of 
whic.h "Moor1lit Applt3.Sr: is a . . good exampie. fiowe·ver, John 
Drink'water is remernbered 1:~3st f·or his plaJrs; arid or1e of 
the most sl1ccessf~i of tries(=. ·wc:is !tA:braham I..incoln", procuced 
at Birmingl1am ir1 191.f:e ,.Joli..'1 Drinkwater died ir1 1937 at the 
age of) 55. 
'"'"1:.:.rv ..... c ,-.-nE 
.l .l .l ~J ~...I u . ../ . 
APPRECIAT'ION ~ 
This poem tells a story in an easy, conversational style, 
somewhat like simple prose e The l ii1es are pentar11etf~r ~ a11d there 
is no rhymeo 'I~his form is lrrLown as b1anlc ·verse6) 
\. 
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VOCABULARY: 
There is little difficulty in understanding the meaning ·_of 
the words used,1 except in two or three instances. In +ine 2, . the 
word "windrows means ttpiles of raked hay''; in line 54, ~h~ __ word 
'.'P?Yu means nthe part of the barn open at floor levelu; and in 
line 58, the work ''mow" means uthe upper part of the barn as 
oppo~ed to the bay". 
QUESTIONS: 
1. What is the code? 
2. How does Sanders violate the code? 
3. Which do you find the more interesting the story or the 
characetrization? Explain. 
4. Write a brief note on the author. 
ANSWERS: 
1. See lines 22 and 23. 
2. See lines 
another). 63 
and 66. (Sanders was a man who would burden 
3. The pupil's own answer. 
4. Robert Frost is an American poet, born in San Francisco in 
the year 18750 Both his parents had been school teachers. 
He was only ten years old when his father died, and the 
family then moved to .Massachusetts. Frost attended both 
Dartmouth and Harvard, but did not graduate. However, .he 
has been honored wit.h degrees by many universities, includ-
ing Harvard and Yale. He is considered America's greatest 
living poet. 
DUCKS 
In HIJu.cks''1 , pupils are confronted with a poem wit.hout con-
sistent rhyme. Furt.hermore, the lines conform to no regular metre, 
no particular length; and no two stanzas .have the same pattern. By 
this abandonment of all standard conventions of construction, the 
author attempts to make the rhythm of his lines support his meaning. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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This form is known as urree verset1 poetry written in line.s of 
unequal length and in whic.h the metre constantly changes instead qf 
reproducing a fixed pattern. The pupil should note that nrree verse" 
is not t .he same as ''blank verseiL-lines w.hic.h follow a regular metre 
but which are without rhymeo Unrhymed five foot iambic lines is the 
most c·ommon f'orm of English blan.k verse. . 
Blank verse is especially well suited to t .he .. more dignified 
forms of poetryo It is the verse of Shakespearevs dramas of 
nMacbethu, of "Julius Caesar 11 , and the others. Another example, in 
the GOLDEN CARAVAN, is Tennyson's "Ulysses 0 • The metre is regular, 
but t .here is no rhyme. 
unucks" is cast in three parts, Part III being different in 
f'orm and t .heme from t .he other parts. It has regular rhyme. Here 
God is represented as .having a keen sense of humour C) There is a 
note of satire, too, with the thought that some peopl~ take t .hem-
selves too seriouslyo The whole poem, however, is in praise of 
ducks 1 whic._h are treated from two points of view. Ducks are both beautiful and comical. 
The pupil will note several vivid word pictures and many 
examples of alliteration. Part I contains 34 lines; Part II, 29 
lines; and Part III, 13 lineso 
Pupils can find out only so muc.h about poetry, as about most 
other subjects, by mere listening to the teacher. To give the facts 
substance and meaning, pupils must investigate~ Hence it is neces-
sary fDr them to attack some quest i on on their own, to obtain prac-
tice in the skills unfolded by the teact1ere It is thus that t .he 
full impact of learning becomes manifest. Only by disciplining 
t _hemselves to work, can pupils hope to distinguish themselves. 
QUESTIONS: 
lo Why does the poet turn to ducks? 
2 o What does .he find in them that he likes? 
3 o W_hat evidence can you find of the poet's combining of 
his powers of observation and imagination? 
4o What does the poet hope men will learn from ducks? 
5. Do you think this is a reverent poem? Explain your answero 
60 Give three examples each of vivid word pictures and alliter~ 
at ion., 
7e Write a brief note on the authoro 
ANSWERS: 
. -
lo The poet wishes to gain some respite from t .he troubles 
of li.fe -o Recall the saying: All w0rk and no play makes 
Jack a dull boy o 
2o He finds t .hem objects of beauty 9 as when they are asleep 
with their heads beneath their wings; or when they float 
along rippli11g t he water o He also finds them comical 9 as 
w.hen they force their l1eads under water in search of food 9 
and their tails thE'n rake the air; or w.hen they waddle 
like sailors ur1sure of the lando 
3o See lines 30~34 0 
4o (The p·upilus owr1 answer ) o 
5o Yes 9 the poem is reverento In Section III the poet refers 
to God .as Creator cf t .he world and of all things thereino 
Men are reminded that they should never forget their Makero 
60 (The ppil~s own answero ) 
7o Frederick Will i am Harvey was born in 1888 in Gloucesterta> 
s .hire 9 Englando He taught school for a while, -and later 
became a lawyer o He saw ser·vice in World War I, and was 
awarded a Distinguished Conduct Medalo Harvey was a lover 
of nature 9 which provided him with topics for his whim~ 
sical poemso 
THE TRAIL TO LILLOOET 
AUTHOR: 
Pauline Johnson~ lmown amo.r1g her) people as "Tekahiowake" 9 
was the author of<) this descr.iptive poemo I n 1862 s .he was born 
on the India.n reserve near ~Brantfor~ Ontario 9 the daug.hter of 
an English woman married to ar1 Indian .Head of the Six Nations o 
Pauline toured Arner ic a arid the British Isles, in Indian costume,to 
recite her poetryo The last years of her life were spent in British 
Colmbia~ where she died at the age of 51 yearso 
RHYTHM: 
Rhythm means the r i se and fall of sounds noticeable in lines 
of poetry read with attentiono It is a patterno Rhythm plays a 
significant part in all our liveso In nature there is the cycle 
of the seasons with the earthVs revolution round the sun; the 
alt&rnatien of day and night; and the ebb and flow of the tideso 
And 11 The Trail to Lillooetn is a nature poemo 
: 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Here the pupils are afforded a fine example for th.e study of 
rhythm, t .he pulse beat being quite promir1ent. The foot is tr.ochaie, 
which is to say that one stressed syllable is followed by a syllable 
not stressed. However, no teacher of English s .hould look for the 
same exactness throughout any poem, else dead monotony might result. 
Let us now take a close look at the first two lines: 
Sob of I fall and I song of I for est 11 
Come you I here on I haunt ing ./ quest, 
Calling I t .hr .. oug.h the I seas and I si lence/ 
from God's I coun. try 11 of t .he I west o 
It will be noted that ir1 the second line I have indicated two 
changes~ the fifth foot, a spor1dee; and t .he seventh, a pyrrhic. This 
feature of the poem calls for careful studyo 
In scanning poetry any two pupils may· sometimes arrive at 
varying althoug.h not widely ·var~ying -- results. With regard to 
t .he two lines above, a pupil might feel that the second line has 
exactly t .he same arrangement of heavy and light syllables as t .he firsto 
However, suc_h a reading does not appear to d0 fu.11 justice to certain 
of the words that hold m11ch impor·tru1ce to words that are relatively 
Unimportant. To give 11 God's 0 less stress than nrromn, seems to be f ·· 
flying in the face of the sense of the line. The teacher of poetry 
should. not regard metrics as a Procrustean bed into wh.ic.h the poem 
.has to be forcedo Indeed, scanning shottld afford a challenge to a 
pupil's powers of obser"?vation and tastec 
ALl,ITERATIOtJ: 
The systematic recurrence of the san1e sound wit hin a small 
space is known as alliterati()Ile From tirr1e to time as they moved 
up through the grades, t .he pt1pils t1av·e enco·untered t .his poetic 
deviceo A few examples should serve to a.waken memories: 
( i) With many a curve my bar1ks I fret 
By many a field and fallow~ 
Arid many a fairy foreland. set 
With willow~weed and mallowo 
INf ~ th r· v and the w· 's) \ . . 01,;le .. e s 
(2) My men grow mutinous day b~y dajr; 
My men gro.-r-1' g.hast. 1 '(r w ,. _., ·wan. and weako 
(Note the m's, g's d's, and w's) 
(3) The fair breeze blew, t .he white foam flew, 
The furrow followed freeo 
(4) 
(Note the bis and the f's) 
Within his horny hands .he holds 
The warm brood of the ruddy squirrel. 
(Note t .he J:1 1 s) 
~··'32 ·• 
. . . 
I might add .here that the beginning of a series of words 
with the same sound does not constitute the whole of alliteration. 
For example, in (4) above, more than the " .h!1 is alliterated. There 
is the letter nnn in within, horny, and hands .. Vowel sounds too 
s .hould be included in complete study. 
Amongst the instances of~ alliteration in the "Lillooet" poem, 
the following two are particularly effective because of the re-
peated pattern: 
( a) Sob 01~ f 'ail, and song of forest o 
(b) Trail that w:inds and trail t .hat wanders o 
ASSONANCE: 
By assonance is meant t11e repetition of identical vo1t1el or 
diphthong sounds, partic·ularl.y in stressed syllables. Assonat:lce 
is only a partial r .hymeo Ir1 a per!~ect; r.h~"1Jle there is a corrests03 
pondence of ·bot.h vo·wel :u1d co:nm <)nant sound over the syllable ori 
syllables rhymingo The follow:i.ng is an example of assonance: 
Hush .... a.-b;re, ba~by· 'f on. the t:'i7ee..,top 9 
W11en t.t1e wi.r1d ·b1o·v1s tt-1e cradle will rock. 
In the a·bove example the .,.vowel uon r11yn1es, ·but the consonants in 
t .he rhymed words are dii~ferer1t t) 'rhe student should try to separate 
chance appear·ances of~ vowe1 repet ition-.nr:o and tr1ere will usually be 
some of thi.s--- from w11a.t is a pl1rposed and artistic use of asson.anceo 
From 11 The Trail t o Lillooetn we get assonance as well as 
alliteratior1 in~ 
(a) sob and song, 
(b) fall and foreste 
HY.PHENATED \\J ORDS: 
Further appreciation of the poem may be had by examining 
the .hyphenated words contained thereine Good picture words are 
made by joining two words togetr.!.er wit.h a short dash known as a 
hyp.heno Pauline thus made nevi words from words which do not often 
go together, as, for eample~ in the first stanza, where she uses 
11 rocky-throatedn and n golden_,throatedu" How muc.h symbolism do you 
get from these compounds'?· T.hink har~ai But first make sure you 
remember what symbolism iso 
c 
• 
• 
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CJI~SIONS 
v . 
1. State the theme of this poem. 
2. Mention two kinds of figures of speech used in the poem • 
Explain. 
• 3. What do you consider the most beautiful line in th.e poem? 
4. W.hat is the rhyme pattern? 
$.ON.Cl T.0. C.ELIA. 
An echo from the first Elizabethan period, the ·r.eautiful 
lyric, 11 Song To Celia11 , is still a favorite • . It has finish, poise, 
and sweetness. Its author, Ben Johnson, adapted it from 
Philostratus, a Greek writer and teacher of the third century, 
Anno Domini. This delicate compliment to a woman is the greatest 
toast ever conceived. The poem is carried in the curren.t Grade X 
anthology, and is known throughout the literate worla. The reader 
will note the elements of romance as well as the young man's failure 
to win the love of the woman he loved • 
Drink to me only with thine eyes, 
And I will pledge wit.h mi'ne; 
Or leave a kiss but in the cup 
And I'll not look for wine. 
The thirst that from the soul doth rise 
Doth ask a drink divine; 
But might I of Jove's nectar sup, 
I would not change for thine. 
The above lines might be rendered thus: Show your rega.rd 
for me by your kindly looks, rather than by drinking in honour 
of my health, and I will do likewise. Or, if you do drink, leave 
a kiss for me in the cup, and by so d6ing you will aff6rd me a 
delightful drink. Yet, if it were possible for me .to have a 
precious drink from the gods- a drink of supernatural excellence, 
I v.1ould still prefer a drink from you. (Jupiter, known as Jove, 
was in Roman mythology chief of all tbe gods and ruler of th_e world) • 
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In this stanza, some of the words have great emotional con-
tent; they kindle the imagination. For example, the worqs uarink", 
neyes", npledge11 , "kiss", uthirst", and nsouln, even apart from 
context, alert the imagination. It is true, then, to say tha·t, 
while each of tb.ese words has its dictionary meaning, its heart 
meaning is of far deeper significance. Indeed, each word in itself 
is a miniature poem. But this is only if the pupils are readi~g 
well. It cannot be too often stressed that a person is reading only 
when he gets, from the printed page the thought and the feeling of 
the author. 
I sent thee late a rosy wreath, 
Not so much honouring thee 
As giving it a hope that there 
It could not wither'd be; 
But thou theron didst only brea.the 
And sent'st it back to me; 
Since when it grows, and smells, I swear, 
Not of itself, but thee! 
Recently I sent you a wreath of roses as a mark of my affec-
tion, and even more, because being near you, the roses would not 
wither. You breathed on them; then sent th.el'!l back, and now th.ey 
are more beautiful than before - a delight to me because they em-
body something of yourself. 
If the pupils cot1ld hear a recording of th:ts song, it \ATould 
add to their appreciation of it. Alternately, since the textbook 
gives the music - in 6/8 time in E flat-it may be possible to have 
a volunteer from the group play it. In tbis 1i/a.y pupils 14on ld best 
savour some of its 11 nectar". 
TH-E AUTI-IOR: 
Ben Jonson was an Englishman, being rorn in Westminister in 
the year 1572 or 1573. He was a personal friend of Shakespeare. 
Johnson was both a dramatist and a poet. As a dramatist- a wrj_ter 
of plays - he was very successful, as, for example, in "Every Man 
in His Humorn (with Shakespeare in the cast). His productions 
contain some of the most striking picures of the London of his 
day. As a poet, Johnson excelled in lyric verse, notably, "To 
Celian. For some years h.e was the leader of a grou.p of poets an.d 
playwri.gbts known as the "Tribe of Bentt. 
J'ames I by letters pa.tent gave a pens ion to Ben Johnson as 
Poet Laureate. Johnson tlius became the first of a distinguished 
line of literary men. He held that off ice from 1619 to his death 
in 1637. 
, 
• 
.. 
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He was buried in Westminster · Abbey, and t .he inscription over his 
tomb reads: 0 rare Ben Jonsono This may mean w.hat it seems to 
say, or it may be s.habby Latin for: Pray for Ben Jonson., 
POETS LAUR.EATE: 
. . 
Wordsworth and Tennyson names found in all our anthologies 
--were among t .he more notable poets laureate. The prese~t _ 
poet laureate is John Masefield, who succeeded Robert Bridges in 
1930. The reigning monarch accords the honor usually to the most 
prominent poet, and the recipient holds the position for life. 
Though he may not write more than one poem a year, he gets his 
royal pension his salary ~st for thato 
QUESTIONS: 
1. To what century does this lyric belong? 
2. What is t .he rhyme scheme? 
3. Scan t .he first stanza. 
• LA BELLE DAME SA~S MERCI 
• 
• 
This composition is a hauntingly beautiful ballad based upon 
a medieval t .heme ~ ''La Belle Dame Sans 11erci11 , thoug.h easy to 
read, doen not lend itself to simple explanation. The author tells 
his story under the title of a French poem written four centuries 
beforeo His t .houghts. are on the medieval world of chivalry, and he 
f ashion:s .··a ·_poem of~ mystery· and romance, structured in the form and 
style . ~f ~th~ old balladQ 
' • • • • I '• • ~ ~ 
, • . 
.• • t •• •
, .. 
voe AB UL.ARY ; 
Line 1: Knight-at-arms --a young man raised to knig.ht.hood 
u 
n 
ti 
n 
n 
· and: commissioned to carry armso 
4: And no birds sing- corirplet;e silence; desolationo 
14: faery's child-a supernatural being in .human form, 
·possessing magical powerso 
18: zone-belt or gird lee 
22: steed--a romantic horseo 
26: manna-dew· -faery food 
29: grot cave. 
40: thrall bondage which may be moral or mental. -!-
• 
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QUESTIONS: 
1. 11 La Belle Dame11 is a ballad, and a ballad tells a story. 
What is the story? 
2. Give the background of this poem. 
3 . .. Why is the speaker of the first three stanzas so concerned 
for the welfare of the knig.ht-at-arms? 
4. Scan stanza one and stanza eight. 
5. Write a brief note on the author (about 100 words or so). 
6. A good poem embodies worthwhile t .hought, strong emotion, 
rhythmical language, aptness of diction, and imaginative 
appeal. Write an appreciation of this ballad to show that 
you are aware of some, at least, of these qualitiese 
ANSWERS: 
1. A Knig.ht-at-arms (a young gellow, the ideal of manhood-
Keats himself being only 25), questioned by a person not 
identified, tells how he met a lady a faery's child---
and he fell in love with her immediately. In his enchant-
ment he set her upon his steed, and she directed him to 
her cave, where he fell asleepc In a dream he saw princes 
and warriors who told him that t .his lady was in reality 
a witbh who brought destruction to every person she 
touched. He then awoke to find himself back to reality--
"on the cold hill's side"~ 
2o This ballad was written the year previous to Keat's death~ 
At the time sorrow laid a heavy hand upon hime He was 
lonely after his brother George who ha.d gone to America;..tlll-
a remote land in those days. He was depressed because of 
the death of his brother Tom, to whom he had been so 
devoted. There was too the painful realization that he 
himself had the dread disease tberclosis~ Furthermore, 
the hopelessness of his love for Fanny Brawne distressed 
him. These ractors, as well as other considerations, 
including financial dif.f'iculties, then constituted the 
climate of his life. Hence, it may be said that this 
ballad reflects the poet's state of mind, as he t .hought 
upon life and death, and saw his ambitions and his hopes 
ebbing away unfulfilled. Therefore, 11 The Beautiful Lady 
Without Mercy11 may be taken to be autobiographical. 
. 
• 
, 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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3. The pupil's own answer. 
4. 0 what I can ail I thee knight I at arms I 
A lone I and pale I ly loi I ter ing I 
The sedge I is with I er'd from I the lake I 
And no I birds sing I 
She took I me to I her elf I in grot I 
And there I she wept I and sighed I full sore I 
And there I I shut I her wild I wild eyes I 
With kiss I es four/ 
John Keats was borr1 in Lo11don, England, in the year 1795 o 
At school he found a school friend in Charles Clarke, son. 
of the schoolmastero Keats was remembered by his school-
fellows for .his mingled generosity and pugnacity, and his 
love of readi.rigo When Keats was only nine, he lost his 
father, who was killed in a riding accident, while his 
mother d_ied when J"ohn was f ii~teer1 years old o 
Keats became apprenticed to a surgeon, but under the influ-
ence of Hunt, Shelley, and Hazlit t, he turned to poetry to 
become one of England's greatest poetso His poems reflect 
the sensitive and ser1s11ous imagination of youtl1. He died 
in Italy at the age of 26e 
This poem could be interpreted as portraying a dream 
within a dreamo The mood of the first three stanzas contrasts 
sharply with what obtained w,hen the knight was happy in the 
company of his elfin love, when he • ·~ nothing else saw all 
day longu. However~ t his state does not last, and at the 
end of the ballad Keats returns to the imagery of the 
beginningo This repetition makes a fitting conclusion for 
this poem of mysteryo 
In this composition there is a remarkable economy of 
expression not a word to spare; and then what musicJ 
Each line seem to linger in the reader vs mind, with t .he 
fourth line of each stanza compressed into half the length 
of the preceedir1g ·1ir1es <> 
The pattern of this poem is iambic, three of the four lines 
of each star1za being of ±'our feet 9 while t .he fourth consists 
of twoo The last foot of nearly every stanza is a spondee, 
this being the poet vs dev·ice to achieve a special r .hythm-
i.cal effect here to emphasize desolation and dead silenceo 
Some variations, however, are to be found, as in line 4, 
stanza 2, where the fir0 _st foot is an anapaest 6l The anapaest 
has the effect of a strong climactic blow • 
In stanza five the bea.uty of the fourth line is accentuated 
by three long vowels, all of different sounds o T.his device 
is another example of poetic skillo uAnd made sweet moan" 
features long a, long e, and long Oo The spondee creates 
a heavy impression. 
These, then, are some of the means by which Keats gained · 
his tremendous effect verbal restraint, suitable rhythm, 
apt similes, and silence unbroken except by the two voices, 
against a background so much in keeping wit_h the human 
feelingo 
' MORNING ON THE LIEVRE 
This charming little poem an idy·ll consists of t .hree 
sentences only, one for each stanza. First, the teacher should 
make sure that every pupil . knows w.hat idyll is. The wora comes 
from the Greek, and means a short, descriptive poem, consisting 
of scenes or events of oountry life&) This kind of poem is remark-
able for its finish, which is another way of saying that it is 
elegantly constructed. A fine example of idyllj met several grades 
before, is Tennyson's "Brook". 
I come from haunts of· coot and hern, 
I make a sudden sally, 
And sparkle out among the f·ern, 
To bicker down a valleyo 
By thirty hills I hurry down, 
Or slip between the ridges, 
By twenty thorps, a little town, 
And .half · a hundred bridges o 
Till last by Philip's farm I flow 
To join the brimmi11g rei"rler, 
For men may come and men may go, 
But I go 011 for e·v·er o 
In teaching literatur·e the teacher should refer to lessons 
previously done, which bear some reserr1blance to t .he lesson of the 
moment o Too much of our ''teac.hing'i is unimaginat i-;1e, and dor1e so 
poorly as to provide little to develop an appreciation for either 
poetry or prosee How many of our pupils on leaving school take 
with t .hem a love for reading? Yet, if the majority are not readers 
--r-eaders of ideas that very fact is an in.a ictmen.t, a condemnation 
of something or somebodyJ 
APPRECIATIO:N: 
In 11 Morning On The Li~vre 23 , the poet tells of his impressions 
paddling on the river n1iev1~e" a name derived from t .he French for 
''hare''. T.his river flows i.nto the Ottawa River, twenty· miles from 
Canada's Capital. As a sort of warming up exercise preliminary to 
t .he day's work, Lampman often indulged in early morning excursions 
on this river. 
. 
. 
' 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
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The f~rst sentence introduces daybreak 9 welcomed by a throaty jay, saying his prayers, while incense rises from some invisible 
thurible. The figurative language here should be particularly noted, 
else the image will not emergeo 
In the second sentence, t .he beauty of the scene unfolds. Per-
.haps uThe Song My Paddle Si.ngs" may come to mind, because it, 
too, describes a river sceneo However, there is an impressive calm-
ness, and t .he majesty of the setting is reflected in the sensitive 
water: sky above and sky belowo Soon the sentinelling forest and the 
river are seen to converge 01/er there in t .he bend, like two hearts 
beating as oneo Could friendship be more sincere? 
The t .hird sentence tells of~ t .he river bank, wit.h the river 
drinking from a little brook uas it bleedsn, t .hat is, trickles, 
amid reeds which invite tt1e river to take it easy for a while. 
Here muskrats are busy; and a brood of ducks, disturbed at t .heir 
breakfast, are seen to make a hasty retreat, till soon they are 
barely heard~ How do ducks fly? (Necks stretched out, etc.) 
Since in poetry words often have more than a dictionary 
meaning, the adjectii.re "lazy'i applied to t .he river, has a meaning 
deeper than its usual connotation. Another example is ncurling1·1 o 
What imagery, too, in the sunken n·wrecksn of a treel Long ago t .his 
tree "swept" the skieso 
VOCABULARY: 
Line 
t1 
u 
n 
u 
ti 
u 
ti . 
2: matins morning prayers or songso (W.hat are evening 
prayers called?) 
3: amethyst- .... a violet~ble or purple gem. 
6: out of hearing~ ·The mists . are out of hearing of the 
hammer. 
11: sky below-- the reflect ion i n tb.e water. 
16: crystal deep· -the sil ence is partial ly suggested by the 
look of the rivero 
19: reaches straight stretches between two bends. 
21 : sheer. this word suggests the calmness of the water • 
24: shadow In the early norming light, the forest and 
the streams seem t o blende 
28: bleeds=>--oozes out o 
It 
n 
30: muskrats aquatie rodents wi t .h long, scaly tails, 
htnd feet webbed, and the fur dark glossy brown. 
Muskrats are allied to beavers. 
37: 
38: 
one before-ducks fly in a V-shaped formation. 
arow in a row. 
QUESTIONS: 
1. What is the mood of the poem? 
2. Write two figures of speech used in describing the subject 
of the des·cription in the first stanza, and giv.e a name 
to each. 
3. (a) What birds are mentioned in the poem? 
(b) Are there any animals? 
4. Pick out .half a dozen examples of alliteration. 
5. Stated in prose, what does the poet say? 
6. Write a brief note on the author (about 100 words or so). 
ANSWERS: 
1. The mood is peaceful. 
2 e ncapped with gold and amet,hysttt is a metap.hor. 
"Like a vapour from the forge 
Of a giant somewhere hid 11 
is a simile. 
3. The pupil's own answer. 
4o The pupil's own answer. 
5. The poet describes this Canadian morning by citing the 
mists arising over the wooded gorge against the sunrise, 
the breathless quiet of the forest before it is broken by 
the sudden flight of the ducks, all the clear colour and 
light these are the principle factors about which the 
poem is fashioned. 
6. Arc.hibald Lampman was born in Ontario in 1861. He worked 
in the civil service at Ottawa •. Lampman is regarded as one 
of Canada's finest nature poets. So vivid is some of .his 
poetry t .hat .he is often spoken of as the t•painter' s poet11 • 
, 
f 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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His poems recreate in words the rich and colourful settings he 
found in t .he countryside near Ottawa w.here he lived most of .his 
life. nMorning on the Li~vre 11 is a great picture poem. In Grade 
IX pupils studied one of his sonnets, uThe Largest Lifeu ~ T.his 
gifted poet was only 38 when he died. 
APPRECIATION: 
The pilot, w.ho is tl1e poet~ takes the reader up into the sky 
to participate in imaginatiol'.1 with .him in t .he actual experience 
of fly·ing. Tl1e . reader s .hares a sen.se of' t .he swift and unhindered 
movements of the plane from such words as nslip_pedn, ndanced 11 , 
11 climbed 11 , nwheeledllj 11 soaredu, ttswungn, nchaseau, and others. 
It is as if the plane's silvered wir1gs are laughing 1 t .he tumbling 
clouds are mirthful, the winds are s.houting, in chorus with the 
people in the plane, as all s .hare in the sport • . The plar1e frees 
itself from the gr.ound as it rises in t .he air, and · then it circles 
upward to become more free, and as it~ gains height, t .he plane breaks 
t .hrough the cloud.s, to reach the u_b.ightmtrespassed . sanctity of 
space~ 
The rhythm too contributes to the meaning, because there is a 
break from the reglar · i~mbic ~n lines three, six, and nine, by 
the words flsunward 11 ' n.high in~n _ , and Uup9 upt! e T.he effect of t .he 
trochees is to emphasize the r~adergs feeling of the ever-increasing 
.heig.ht of~ the ship as it mounts -from earth to heaven. Finally, the 
pilot. levels off the plane far up in space, and his mood becomes 
more then a mood .of delight, because now it is enveloped in peace 
and serenity, not of t .hi.s world.e 
· QUESTIONS: .. 
lo W'.hat mood d·oes the poet create in the octave of this sonnet? 
2 o Does the mood c.hange in t .he sestet () If so, explain. 
3. Explain t .he words: deliri·o·us, untrespassed, and sanctityo 
4o 1f!hy d.id t .he poet say he utouched the f~ace of Godu? 
5. What words build up a . picture of great speed? 
6 o Would Mag~e' s f ee·lings be even more true today? 
7$ Write a brief note on the author (100 words or so) • 
.. . · . 
ANSWERS: 
1. A mood or delight. · 
2. The m.ood changes •. It· becomes one ot exaltation in . the 
power ·of r1·1ght, and culminates in a mood of deep peace 
and serenity. 
As used here the word •·delirieus• means wildly enthusias-
tic•·. ·The · word c•;untrespassed" means not· pass·ed through" I 
and the·· word . •sancit1" means "state or sacrednessn·. '!'he 
plaae 11 now passing through heights that ne one, man or 
b1r4 ,. 'Yer reached beto:re •. 
~. The poet said he •touched the tace of God" because he had 
tae ·exalted experience ot unearthly peace. Line l~ 11 a 
beautiful expression ot the poet's faith • 
. ;. :Tae pupil's own answer. 
6·. · Ye-s ·. Magee knew nothing about jet planes, with their un-
dreamed•ot ape·ed. Thus the jet has enabled man to visit 
other · ·~t~espassed sanctities". 
7. John ·Gillespie Magee was born in Shanghai, where h1i 
parents were m1as1onar1ea. At the time ot hia death! he · 
was a young American poet serving 1n the Canadian a r 
toroe. He was killed on active service 1n December i9t~1, 
when only 19 rears old. Thia sonnet waa round scribbled 
on the back ot an enTelope among his personal ettect1. 
!he · poem waa considered ao great that it became t .h.e off.icial 
composition or the Air rorce and va1 po1ted in air centers 
through.out the Commonwealth. What a tra1ed7 ot war ~h.at 
one so gitted and 10 young 1hould thus be snatched awayJ 
A. CONSECR.A'l'ION 
APPRECIA!IGI: 
I 
•A Conaecisation• retlect1 the mind or tbe man who va1 1 in 
ai1 earlr teen1 ., introduced to the 1ea., and who tor manr dirt:Loult 
1ear1 worked at odd job1 wher1T1r he could tine! t .bem. '?he poem 11 
a tribute te the common man1 the toiler too otten ov1rlook-d and 
eTen deapiaed. laaet1el4 rer1r1 to him a1 1 th• 1aorn1d the r1~1ot1d". 
Where the world 10Te1 the r1oh and povertul, l111f1eld 1how1 h11 high 
'regard tor the ordinary per1on, tb.t doer ot the world'• h11v7 work, 
the lowl7l even •the dJ;'•I• t;lt· mankind I, !h11 poem brin11 to mind Burn•'• k ~an'• A an ~ ror A' !la.at•. 
• 
• 
' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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THEME: • 
Recognitio'n for the worth of t .he common man. 
VOCABULARY: 
periwigged: wearing ceremonial wigs and othe~ regalia of office. 
laurelled: wearing the reward of victorye In Ancient Greece the 
laurel wreath was the prize of victory at the national 
gameso 
.. 
scorned and rejected: There is a suggestion here of the words 
of the Hebrew prophet, Isaiah, iil, 3o Stanza two 
develops the thought in stanza one aboveo 
cock-horse: astride, mountedo 
koppie: 
ranker: 
from ttKopjen, a Dutch word used in South Africa for a 
small hill. The Boer War is in t .he poet 1 s mind. n Carried 
the koppie" means utook t .he ,hill by stor11". 
man in the rankso 
clout: a sort of .handkerchief worn round the neck by stokers. 
chantyman: a sailor singing a chanty (song), as he works t .he ship\'s 
tackle. The song makes heavy work seem light. 
Theirs: 
mould: 
Line 19, "theirs" refers to "others" in line 16. 
ear tho 
QUESTIONS: 
lo (a) What is the meaning of alliteration? 
(b) Why does an author use alliteration? 
(c) Give three examples from the poem aboveQ 
2 o What is meant by upar.iallel structurert? I llustrate from the 
poemo 
3e (a) What is the rhyme scheme? 
(b) What purpose do you think is served by r .hyme? 
4. State the thoughts and feelings the following phrases 
bring to your mind: 
(a) to lap the fat of the years; 
(b) beloved of the throne; 
(c) riding cock-horse; 
(d) pricked on with the gold; 
(e) goodly in girth; 
(f) scum of the earth. 
5. Write a brief note on the author (100 words or so). 
ANSWERS: 
lo (a) Alliteration is the repetition of the initial letter 
or similar · consonant sounds fo~ a ~pecial effect. It 
is common in everyday speech and in proverbso Examples: 
"sink or swim"; "kill or cure"; ttas good as gold". 
(b) Alliteration is used by writers for many purposes, in-
cluding mere amusemento It performs two functions in 
poetryo In the first place, alliteration provides the 
aural pleasure of repeated sounds; and in the second 
place, it helps to structure the poemo 
(c) In the line, "The portly prescence of potentates goodly 
in girthu, we have alliteration on the letter 11 pu in 
·the words, nportly, presence, potentates 11 ; and on tt1e 
"g" in ."goodly, girth0 o In line 5 of th~ poem, there 
is alliteration on the ud n in the words, "dazed, dust, 
dinu o 
2o Parallel structure means the systematic arrangement of suc-
cessive lines of poetry into certain grottps of unii"orm 
·designo Such groups are known as stanzas. Parallelism is 
also a rhetorical device consisting of a succession of 
statements having similar grammatical structure and expre-
ssingsimilar, contrasting 9 or supplementary ideas. An 
example from Hebrew poetry: "A wise son maketh a glad 
father; but a folish son is the heaviness of his mot.her". 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Examples from 11 A Consecretionn: 
Not of t .he princes and prelates with periwigged chario-
teers; 
-1. Not t .he be-medalled Commander, beloved of the throne; 
Not the ruler for me, but the ranker, the tramp of the 
:boad o 
__._2. The sailor, the stoker of steamers, the man wit.h the clout c 
The c.hanty-man ber1t on the halliards putting a tune to 
the shout, 
The drowsy man at the wheel and the tired lookout. 
3 o (a) To use the 'abc • convention, t .he rhyme scheme of this 
poem is: aaa, bbb, ccc, ddd, eee, fff, ggggo 
(b) Rhyme is not essential to poetry, alt.houg.ht it is 
commonly usedo :There are three reasons . for the use 
of rhyme: 
1. In the first place 9 rhyme provides musical pleasure. 
Children derive much satisfaction from hearing re~ 
peated sounds; and these us·ually come at reg·ular 
intervals. 
2 o In t .he second place r .hyme sets off the lines o A 
Poem without rhyme would appear to children to 
run away, as if it were out of controlo T.he rhyme 
forces a pause, or it gives added emphasis to the 
sound. 
3. In the third place, rhyme links the lines together 
and binds them into groups, known as stanzaso 
In this sense, rhyme is structural, for it provides 
a system of relations.hips between t .he different 
lines of the stanza, and helps to give a structural 
unity to t .he poemo 
4. The pupilYs own answero 
5. Jo.hn Masefield was born in England in the year 18780 He 
felt the irrestible call of tr1e sea as a youngster, and at 
the age of fourteen became apprenticed to a shipmaster as 
a cabin-boy~ Two years later he sailed around Cape Horn 
in a windj,ammero In t .he course of his travels .he stayed 
in t .he United States for several years o At the age of 
ninetten .he returned to England and joined the staff of 
the uManc.hester Guardian'' D He published HSalt-Water Ballads" 
at the age of twenty-four, "A Consecration" being the first 
poem in this collection. In 1930, Masefield succeeded 
Robert Bridges as Poet Laureate of Englando 
TRADE WINDS 
APPRECIATION: 
The setting for this poetic gem is in the Caribbean region, off 
the North Coast of South Americao The poem has a langorous appeal. 
Note t .he rhyme: seas, trees, breeze in · stanza one; and a parallel 
rhyme in the other stanzas. To give the effect of the constancy of 
the trade winds, t .he fourt.h line of each stanza is repeated. The 
rhyme is variable, as the wind itself is variable. There are 
different pictures too on ship and on shore. The reader gets the 
the sense of a sweet dreaminess in keeping with the themeo 
QUESTIONS: 
le What is the significance of the title? 
2. Comment upon the atmosphere--the spirit of t .he poem, and 
the feeling it arouses. 
3. What details contribute to the langorous appeal of the 
island? 
ANSWERS: 
1. The title brings to mind those winds in the neighbourhood of 
the torrid zone winds w.hich blow from the same quarter 
throughout the year~ They were so named because of the ad~ 
vantage to sailors and ships for trading, in the days of 
sail. The general direction of the trade winds is from NeEo 
to S.Wo . on the north side of the equator, and from SoEo to 
N.W. on the south side of the equator. 
2. There is much atmosphere in this poem, atmosphere, of 
course, meaning, not the air, but the influence, the 
mood, the blend of effects, the whole ensemble of loveliness 
---of caressing brazes, and fragrant orange trees, and white 
houses nestling beneath palm trees, and red wine, and soft 
music, and graceful dancing, and thr tropic sky, and d istar1t 
echoes, and the creaking of the ship's ropta as they re~ 
spond to the frisky trade winds; and t .he hU.morous stories 
-~yarns of t .he sea told by common sailors about their 
experiences. A compound of all these things, and perhaps 
more, constitutes the atmosphere of 11 Trade Winds". 
3. The pupil's own arlswero 
• 
• 
' 
• 
• 
_47., 
C AR G O· E S · 
Here is a poem ~n three stanzas, with eae·h stanza presenting 
a picture of a certain kind of ship.o But t .he meaning goes deeper 
than the s .hip1 though the ship though t~e ship is eye-catching. For Masefield . s poem suggests t .hre.e periods of man 1 s history, and 
the ships with .their cargoes are symbolic of these widely separated 
ageso 
This poem has to be read and read. again ·and pondered o 
Unaided, the pupils will not likely succeed in dete~ting, much 
less in appreciating, its flavoro The strange words .bave to be 
probed and pronounced, before the effectiveness of "Cargoesu is 
disclosed, because t~e· ef''feetiveness of tb.e poem rests to a great 
extent upon th,e sound and asspeiation of wordso 
We sha~l now analyse this poem, stanza by stanza, and the 
beginning is· with Old Testament dayso 
Quinquireme of Nineveh from distant Ophir, 
Rowing ,home to haven in sunny Palestine, 
With a cargo of ivory~ 
And apes and pea.cocks, . . 
Sandalwoodj cedarwood, and sweet white wineo 
In the first stanza there are at least six words to be 
written on the chalkboardo 
· lo Quinquireme: an ancient galley t1aving five rows of oars 
on each sideo These old galleys .had anya. 
where from 50 to 120 rowers in the trireme 
~a boat with three banks or tiers of 
oarsmeno 'I'his number was increas.ed in t .he · 
quadrireme, the quinquireme, and so on up 
to a dozen or more banks of oarse 
2o Nineveh: Capital ·of Assyriaj and noted in olden times 
for its magnificenceo 
3 o Ophir~ a region mentioned in the Old Testament, in 
connection with Solomon and goldo 
4o haven: 
5o Sandalwao·d: 
60 cedarwood: 
• 
a place of safetyo The word "haven" is more 
romantic than ttharbor11 c» · 
wood noted for its fragrance, and much. used 
in ornamental carving and cabinetwork • 
aalso fra.grant.o By association this brings 
thoughts of the Cedars of Lebanon, t .h.e . 
building of the Temple, incense and prayero 
_ .. ~' stq~nta . _ s}?.oµld ~ote the di~fere.nt appeals . . to . tbe_ . ~~n~es. 
Has any member or the class ever felt ivory? How smooth .. it i~J_ 
Apes and beacocks tantalize the eres. Sandalwood iilld cedarwood 
smell so goodJ And wine, especiall7 sweet white wine a nectar 
·for t .he gods delights the taste. 
turthermore, what a smoothness and grandeur about th~ . rhJthm 
of these lip_~sJ . And how remote, how romantic, and ye~, irrespective 
of distance, . . how ·real the pageantJ The sweep of the centuries 
is there in miniature. The history in whic "Cargoes" comes 
wrapped is breath-takingJ 
Leaving the Mediterranean or the long-ago, we shall by-pass a 
score of centuries, to take a glance at the wealth of the Indies, 
at the height of Spain's empire in the West. 
-Stately Spanish galleon coming from the Isthmus, 
Dipping through the Tropics by the palm-green shores, 
With a cargo of diamonds, 
Emeralds, amethysts, 
Topazes, and cinnamon, and gold moidores. 
More words to be explained• 
?. galleon: a term particularly as·soaiated with the Spaniah 
Armada, and meaning a larie ahip of war. Thie 
galleon, with high deok1 and square 11111, 
carried- treasure. 
8. Isthmus: the Iathmu1 of Panama. (Locate it on a map), 
9. Topaz1 a preaiou1 itone ot great value, yellow in color. 
10. cinnamons a 1pice Mother u111 .·to tlavor the cake. 
11. moidore11 the plural form ot "moidore", a Portu1u111 gold 
coin, worth 11v1ral dollar•• 
The second stanza 11 alto 11mm1d with word• ot romance, 
color, and 1unahin11 1all1on1! Tropia:1, palm•, pr1aiou1 1ton11, 
cinnamon, and .moidore1 all be n1 'f1101natin1 to people like u1 
living north ot t ,he equator. Al in the ,0111 ot 1h1p number one, 
number two ' al10 retleot1 w1alth---and an age ot 1111ur1. Thou1h 
the word "d1pp1n1" in line two ot 1t1n1a two, 1nd101t11 th• 
:raster movement ot 11111, 11 oppo11d to t ,n1 1low and 1t11dy 
movement ot oar1, the tempo ot life nad not ohan11d muoh, not• 
withstanding the 11p11 ot two m1l!1nniwn1. Lli1ur1 w11 1t1ll the 
way. or life, 
( 
\ 
, 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Stanza three reflects our day. Here we see a gri~y ~it~le 
steamer chugging along the coast. What a marked contrast t9 th~- ·· 
pictures presented by stanzas one and twol We are _now _in the ~od­
ern industrial age~ Little, if any, romance remains. Things have 
now become predominantly utilitarian. The wora "utilitariann means 
"useful", but in our pursuit of the useful, our excess seems to 
have violated the grace and beauty of life. People need to be re-
minded that man does not live by bread aloneo Therefore the wh9le 
question of utility needs to be reviewedo 
Dirty British coasters with a salt-caked smoke-stack, 
Butting through · the Channel in t .he mad March days, 
With a cargo of Tyne coal 9 
Road-rails, pig~lead, 
Firewood, ir6n-ware 9 and cheap tin trayso 
More words to be explained: 
12. Channel: The English Channelo 
130 Tyne: a riv·er in Englando It is in the N.E. Consult 
a map for Newcastle ... upon-Tyne. c 
There are several points of contrast between the 'first two 
stanzas and the last o In t .he first place, t .here is the type of 
cargoo What could be more severely practical and ugly than coal, 
iron rails, and pig-lead? And too 9 cheap tin trays? In the second 
place, the words in the third stanza are harsh, notably "salt-caked 11 , 
n smoke stack11 , and nbutting11 o In t .he third place, there is nothing 
beautiful about a ·0 dirty British coaster"o There is poetry in a 
stately galleon riding the ocean, whilst the British c·oaster ,is drab. 
Finally, w.hat a contrast between the r .hythm suggested by ttdipping 11 j 
the first word in lir1e two of stanza two, and ubutting", the first 
word in ~inf1 two of stanza threel We may r1ave more speed be.cause 
of "butting , but at what a pricel 
QUESTIONS: 
1. Is the poet doing more than j ust describing ships? Explaino 
2. What are the different appeals to the senses in stanza one? 
3o How does Masefield make the third stanza more vigorous and 
abrupt than the other two, even though he is using the 
same rhythm? 
4o What kind of movement is suggested by the second line of 
each stanza? 
5o What defense, if any, is there for the civilization pictured 
in the third stanza? 
. ~ ... 
-so.. 
ANSWERS: 
1. Yes. Each stanza in this poem --represents in five lines an 
entire civilization. The firs-t stap.za suggests _the ·opulence 
8.nd elegance of the East. The second ~tan~a pict~res th~ 
wealth of the Indies. The third stanza underlines the 
ugliness of our industrial age. T.hus the third stanza ~tands 
in strong contrast with the other two; for example, coal 
and pig-lead vis-a-vis ivory and sandalwood. T.hus are ·the 
values of each era reflected. 
. . . 
2. Ivory appeals to the sense of touch; apes and peacocks to 
the sense of sight; sandalwood and cedarwooa to the sense 
of smell; and sweet white wine to · th~ sense of t~steo 
3. · The lines are thick with harsh-sounding consonantso _ ~~ey 
read with labored emphasis, suggesting the laoored progress 
o~< the stearn~r, as well illustrated by the word "butting"o 
Id the first two stanzas there are many melodic wo~ds, while 
in the last stanza there is dissonance instead of harmonyo 
And hcheap tin trays" is a phrase which seems to rattleo 
~ . 
~ 
4. The pupil's own an~er. 
5. Cargoes and transportation have been· an important aspect of 
every civilization~ Today vast car~oes are transported bi 
huge ships, trains, and planes. Speed seems to be all-im-
portant. People .become caught up in this ttmad whirln even 
in spite of theirwishes. ~he majority seem to want to go 
modern, so the minority must fall in line. The treas~es of 
a civilization reflect a good deal about the people of that 
.---eivilizati6n. In our day materialism is rampant; and 
thoughtful people may sometimes be heard to say they are ,. · 
sick of it all. 
The radiant sun still draws diamonds from t .he river as it 
gurgles approval in its passage to the sea, but ·rew today 
know anything of this because the way of life is via the 
m6tor car. People tend to be crowded in cities; and it is 
no longer possible for them to take a leisurely walk, and 
sit quietly on a hillside to absorb the beauty of the _ 
surroundings. The few who can do this may well ask them-
selves, after a quiet afternoon away from television and 
similar compulsions, nAre we returning to civilization, 
or are we leaving it?" 
RIDING TOGETHER 
VOCABULARY: 
Line 4: our Lady's Feast---March 25, the Feast of the 
Annuneiationo 
t 
f 
( 
\ . 
_,, 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
" 16: bream a species of f~~s~-water fisho 
" 18: rood the cross or crucifixo 
QUESTIONS: 
lo Is this poem a modern or an ancient ballad? Why? 
2o (a) How does the author show that the riders feared no 
danger? 
(b) W.here in the poem does the danger appea~?· 
3o W.hat effect is produced b,y the continued rhyme of ttweathertt 
and ntog.ether" throughout the poem? 
4o Explain the last lineo 
5o Wr.ite a brief note on the author (about 100 words or so)o 
ANSWERS: 
lo This is a modern ballado Modern ballads are composed by 
writers of t .he nineteenth and twentiet.h centuries and, 
unlike old ballads, suc.h ballads have their atho~s' 
mames affixedo They are more polished in form and graceful 
in diction than ballads of long agoo At t .he same time 
these literary ballads imitate the qualities of old balladsj 
while avoiding their faultso 
2o (a) In line 12 we see t .hey rode nwith .helms unlaced and 
bridles slacko n Tl1is information shows there was no 
though or no fear of dangero 
(b) Line 25 heralds the dangero 
3o The repetition of the rhjt'1Ile .here is to indicate the con-
stancy of t .he wind from t11e East•a'•'Weather associated in 
the mind of the speaker with t .he adventureo 
°For many, many days together 
The wind ,:'blew steady from the East o u 
4o Now that his friend was dead 9 the speaker had no desire 
to live wit.hout .himo He prays for an early deatho 
5' o William Morris was bor11 in Essex in t .he year 18340 He was 
a man of many interests o When .he was twenty-seven years of 
age .he began a career of designing and manufacturing dom. 
mevtic furnitureo The Morris chair was one of his invent~ 
ionso He loved to tell stories of the long ~go the 
Crusades 9 King Arthur's Court, and t .he like o His ideas on 
work were derived from his interest in the Middle Ages, 
_and it is from this period that many of his best poems have 
their origino 
( 
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11Riding Toget,her 1' is t .he ilament of a crusader for his companion-
in-arms. 
DUNKIRK 
VOCABULARY: 
Line 8: leec.b. .¢he after edge of any fore-and-aft sail. 
n 
11 
u 
n 
l1 
H 
H 
f1 
fl 
" 
9: slattern an untidy woman. _ 
24: Flanders ·western province of Belgium. 
35: penonee1 narrow-pointed streamer, a mark of dis-
tinctiono 
42: racing M----class of fast racing yacht. 
86: the 1 Victoryt the British flagship at the Battle 
of Trafalgar. 
87: sullen twist reference to an earlier fade wound. 
92: g.alleon a sailing vessel, often having t .hree or 
four deckso 
92: frigate~· --~ light vessel propelled by sails and 
oars. 
92: brigantine----a two-masted, sqare~rigged vesselo 
97: stays ,J.arge, strong ropes~ now usually of wire, 
used to support the masto 
97: conned'""'-_gave direction for steering. 
" 101: true ·on course. 
APPRECIATION: 
''Dunkirk11 is written in simple language, as if to underline 
• 
the youth of the two principal characters. It graphically portrays . 
the role played by two teenagers Will and Bess in helping to 
rescue the stranded men. Though the "Sarah P" was in poor shape 
the boy felt keenly the call to do .. his part for England in her 
hour of distress. He allowed his sister to join him in the perilous 
adventure, after she indicated how determined s.he was. Neither 
Will nor Bess, spoke much. Silepce is typical of the English---no 
heroics, no promises, but plenty of quiet action, and steadfast 
devotion to the job in hand. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
The inevitable lack of organization and t .he nassor~ed .. mass 
of boats involved, are two factors of prominence in this drama 
The little boats enjoyed an advantage in the rescue as they 
could venture into shallow water to take the soldiers to the 
larger ships operating in the deepe 
Patriotism is a virtue that is difficult to describe. No 
doub¥, Will and his sister felt that in spirit Drake and Nelson 
were with them- Drake, who as an admiral had helped to giv~ 
England command of the seas, and the first of her _sons .to 
navigate the globe! nThe Golden Hind'~ could well have .. Played .. _a 
part in this epic. And Nelson, the hero of Trafalgar, . who . jumped 
right from the eighteenth to t .he twentieth century! And so, Dunkirk, 
aname known only to a few before World War II, became a synonym 
of heroism for brave people everywhereo 
QUESTIONS: 
lo Give t .he background of t .his poemo 
2 o In simple outline, set out the story contained in . ~1 Dtµlkirkn o 
3o (aO Is it credible that a boy of fifteen and ,his sister 
still younger, could s·uccessf·ully take a small boat 
across the English Channel? 
(b) What helped them in the way of navigation? 
, -
Do you agree with the poet that the great captains and. 
admirals of British history inspired the two youngsters, 
or do you think the deed was a pure display of bravery? 
What thoughts must have raced throug.h the boy's mind as 
"He looked a long time out to sea"? 
Why a.id the British succeed so well in evacuating their 
troops from Dunkirk? 
Write a brief note on the author {about 100 words or so). 
ANSWERS; 
1. Early in World War II the British Army in Europe was 
driven back by the Germans right to the ocean's edgeo 
Complete disaster seemed inevitableo A call went forth 
for boats big and small, to help rescue the Allied soldiers 
from the peach at Dunkirk, on the northern caast of Franceo 
The response was magnificento Despite heavy bombardment 
and machine gunning from the air, the evacuation of some 
330 9 000 men were completed as if by a miracle. 
-;1+-
' 2. The boy decides to take the boat to Dnkir~. 
His sister insists on .going t90• 
They set out. 
Both wind and tide are favorableo 
They .reach Dunkirk PY nightfallo 
Ther row the boat to the beao.h. 
Men ·'Chen jump aboard. . . ·-·-· 
They leave ~or .. Engl~d in t .he mo9nlight. 
Fog protects them from enemy ·planes. 
They reach their destination in safety. 
3. .. The pupil' s own answer. 
>+. The pupil·' s own answer. 
;. The pupil's own answer. 
. . - ;.., --
6. The presence or a ealm sea and a fortunate "tog proved .. ot ·.· . 
immense help to the heroic re1c\t8rs e . (!he thrilling •t•:rr .. . 
ot this episode was contained in the READER'S DIGEST, tor> 
December 1940). . . . . .. . 
7. Robert Natan was born in New York in 189~, and he reeeived 
his education there and in Switzerland. Be is a gifted 
man, tor he is a novelist, a poet, and· a a1111c1ano He 
enjoys sporti particularly swimming and tennis. His 
writings inc ude books about children and animals, poetryo 
and short storieso In 1946 he received the United States 
Treasury Silver Award ·tor patriotic service. In this 
pMa he uses almost a prose form to tell the storr ot 
two brave children who took an active part in the · evac-
uation ot British soldiers from Dunkirk on Jurie 3, 19~0. 
!BB BALLAD OF DICK TURPIB 
VOCABULARY: 
- , ~ 
... ' I .. - 1. 
Line 3: smoek-trokt dressed in a frock or long snlrt, 
as farm laborers sometimes do, to protect their 
other clothes • 
.. 3: yokel a plowboy; a rustico 
" 3~: ph1sic medicine. 
" 
• 
;2: pot-house a low tavern. 
;8: Tyburn tree formerly a place ot execution in 
London. 
n 9~1 Sherwood the tamoua Sherwood Forest in Notting-
hamshire. 
, 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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BALLADS & FOLKSONGS: 
Long ages before printing was known, people told sto:rie·s, 
They sang songs too. Those stories and songs .had much appeal, . 
especially as there waa little else in ~he form _9f com~p~cationo 
Consequently, t .hose songs and stories were told and told, ang 
passed on from generation · to generation; and each generatio~ 
often added to or _·otherwise changed themo Thus folk songs and 
ballads out of the dim, distant past, .have come to us, sometimes 
in many versionso 
The difference between the folk song and the ballad is ~f~en 
s11ghto Indeed there are examples w.he1~e either designation wo~9 
be cofrecto Essentially the folk song stresses feelings, while 
the ballad tells a storyo Both forms were originally composed by 
a group of people rather than by a single person; and both. reveal 
the real interests, o--u.tlook 9 joys and sorrows, of the peopleo · 
Thus ballad and folk song constitute authentic literature, and 
folk song constitute authentic literature, and so are a precious 
part of our heritageo 
AP.PRECIA11 ION: 
n·rhe Ballad Of Dick Turpin" is set in two partso In Part I, 
w.hic.h consists of couplets (t·wo s11ccessive lines rhyming with _ 
each other), the movement is slow, as t .he author intended. ·rn 
Part II, whic.h is also cast in couplets, the movement has qtiickened, 
for the rhythm is galloping, in keeping with the heightened in-
teresto Different feet are used, The three-syllable foot, mixed 
wit.h the iambic, indicates quickened tempoo 
In ttie furious encounter Dick Turpin shot "the wrong man"- , 
his friend, Tom Kingo And in r1is famous rid.e to freedom, on ~ _ 
horse of rare intelligence, this misfortune pursued him · haunted 
him- so that no speed could rid .him of the spectre. It wasas in-
separable as a shadowo Turpin was a l{iller1 
The part played by the horse from his burst through the 
stable door to aid Dick in his escape till he . lay in death at , 
his master's feet- was magnificent. l.Browning's famous horse-ride 
poem may well come to mind hereo) 
There is no escape for any man from his conscience. Indeed 
the disease of an evil conscience is beyond human remedyo On 
this subject, Shakespeare says: 
My conscience hath a thousand several tongues, 
And every tongue brings in a several tale, 
And every tale condemns me for a villain. 
At the same timeJ while there is no escape from conscience, we 
should remember ' ·Earth hat .h no sorrow that Heaven cannot heal no 
1. What actions of Black Bess indicate her iptel_ligenee_? 
.. 
2. From the ballad, point out two examples of simile and 
two of metaphor which you consider very effective. 
3. Scan lines 67-68. 
4. W.b.at is t .he dramatic significance of the last line of 
the poem? 
5. Write a brief note on the author (about 100 w6rds or so). 
ANSWERS: 
1. Pupil's own answer. 
2. Pupil's own answer. 
1 Pupil s own answer. 
. -· . 
-· 
3o 
4. Dick won t .he race as far as his human pursuers were con-
cerned. He outwitted them. Yet he lost the race with re-
spect to himself. He could never outride his own remorse. 
5. Alfred Noyes was born in the year 1880 at S~aff6rdshire, 
England. He received -~his education at Oxford. He travelled 
extensively in America; and in 1907 married an American 
girl, Miss Garnett Daniels. He was Professor of English 
Literature at Princeton University for the decade 1914-23. 
The poetry of Alfred Noyes is vivacious and rhythmical. 
He is, in fact, one of the best known of modern English 
poets; and he is popular in America as well as in England. 
In many or .his poems there is romance, often of the sea, 
and sometimes of old England. 
THE WAR SONG OF DINAS VAWR 
APPRECIATION: 
This is a Welsh song, as the names 11 Dinas Vawrn, '' Ednyfed 1~1 , 
and 11 Dyfed" indicate. It is a song or triumph, cast in humorous 
mood. Yet t .he story is barbarous. The lines are short and force-
ful in keeping with the treatment of the theme; and the rh1me 
pattern is:ab; ab,cd, ed. The metre and rhyme contribute much to 
·the humor. 
• 
I 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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QUESTIONS: 
lo What lines do you like ·much on account or theiP humour? 
2o Find an example of internal rhyme in the poem • 
3. Sean the first stanzao I -· • • -
~. Write a brief note on the author (about 100 words or so). 
ANSWERS: 
lo The pupil's own answero 
2o The pupil's own answero 
The pupil's own answero 
. . 
T.homas Love Peacock was born at Weymouth, in Dorsetshi~~, 
England, in the year 1785. His formal education did not 
extend beyond the elemen.tary school, but he std~eq much 
in his leisureo He became an import~nt official .. of the 
East India Company, at the age of thirty-four . eaco~k 
was an intimate of the poet Shelleyo Some of hi~ poetry . 
shows the influence of Shelley; but Peacock is reme~b~r~d 
particularly for his satiric novels. In nThe War Song _ Of 
Dinas Vawrr1 the author mingles humor with romance as did 
the Welsh tale on which the poem was based. Thomas Love 
Peacock died in 1866, at the age of Blo 
SEA-GULLS 
To Newfoundlanders living close to the seaj the subject of 
this peom is a common-place. But the poem itself is uncommon. 
Since t .he author says that language is inadequate to portray the 
beauty and the grace of the gulls as they weave in and out of 
circling flight, how is the average teacher in the average class-
room going to .handle this poem so as to bring home to the pupils 
the message of its imagery and its rhythm? 
It must ever be remembered that t .he purpose of literature is 
pleasureo To experience this pleasure, the reader- pupil or teacher 
· .. must sense t .he beauties of the passage surveyed. The author is 
a ·sincere person with something to say, and inspired to write. 
What is written should never be conveyed to the pupil like a 
mathematical table or some fact in c .hemistryo Furthermore, the 
meaning of t .he particular piece of literature varies with the 
pupil, or with whoever reads it, for no two people are just alikeo 
-58- . 
T.here ar~ altogether · fifteen li.r1es in this . j~wel,. _and._ the 
poem falls into two · ·parts, one ot" eigr1t lines and th·e . 9ther of 
seven. In the . first part the gulls are in ~ajestic, graceful 
harmony, with-wings outstretched; while in the second part, the 
gulls, with wings co~pbsed, ·are alighting softly on the bosom 
of .the expectant sea~ to become orchids of ·incomparable beauty. 
Here is striking metaphorc . 
For one carved instant as the flew~ 
. , 
The lan.guage · had no simile -
Silver, crystal, ivory _ 
Were tarnished. Etc.hed upon the · horizon blue 
The frieze must go unchallenged, for the lift 
And carriage · of th·e 1vings wou.ld stain the drift 
Of stars agains·t a tropic indigo 
·ar dull t11e parable of snow. 
Now settling one by orie 
Within green hollows or where curled 
Crests caught t .he spectru.m f"rom ·t ·he sun, 
A thousand wings are - ~rled. 
·No- clay~born lilies of the world : 
C·ould blow as free. · · 
\ . 
As these wild orchids of the sea. 
11 F.riezet-1·· means a picture · a canvas here consisting _ mainly 
of two colors, b:tue and ·w.hite, blue for the sky, and w.hi te for 
the · gulls. ~-· Parable'1 imp1 ies a ... c·omparison. In Holy Scripture, 
Psalm 50:9 of the Douay-Challoner Text, or 51:7 of the King 
James, reads: Cleanse me of sin witi1 .hyssop, that I may be purified; 
wash me, and I shall be whiter than snow. Here the whit.eness of 
the gulls is suet.:. that, compared. with it, snow is dusky. Lines 
three and four emphasize whitenessQ 
Orchids are handsome flowers of various shapes and various 
colors, inc lu.d ing white Ci Tl1e teac11er might remark here that there 
are many shades of white, and have the pupils det~~mine that this 
is so, by assembling some objects reputed to be white. 
The .heaving ocearJ., t .hat is:, the swell, gi·ves· rise to tt1e 
phrase, ''green hollowsn s w.he1·e gl1lls may momentarily disappear 
upon alighting<» •·1curled crestsi·~ is an image f .. _ro.rn agitated wa.ters, 
and because of the protrusion, these spots of ocean attract more 
sunlight than the surrounding parts which are not "crested''. 
Figurative language, of col1rse,. is a part of the stuff of · 
poetry. Even in the primary grades the te-acl1ing of the heart 
meaning of figures of speech should be constant. Take for example 
the lines: 
T.he crocus peep.ea out from · his lit.tle brown· .hou_se, 
And nodded his · gay little· head. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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. . .. .. . ... " -· 
Can this mean what it should mean, to c .hi~dren of eig.ht ye,ar.s. -9f. ._. 
age, unless t .he teac.her helps them to interpret ttpeeped" ., ~'hqs.e", 
11 nodded 1·1 , and nheaan2 Surely no teacher is going to . permit p~pils 
to pass these lines with only the literal meaningJ Poet's pictures 
may be seen by all five senses by smelling and tasting, and 
feeling and hearing, as well as by seeing. 
THE AUTHOR: 
Edwin John Pratt was born in 1883 at Wester~ Bay, ~ew~onqi~ndo 
After a youth spent in a small finshing village washed by the . __ 
sea, he attended Methodist College in Sto John's and later Victoria 
College in Torontoo Subsequently he became Professor of English 
at Toronto University, where .he remained till 1953, when .he 
became , at the age of 70, Professor Emerituso 
- . -The following questions should help the teacher in planning 
the lessono The first five q·uestions are answered, and the other 
three are suggested so that the pupils, after the poem has been 
done, and t ,heir enthusiasm is at a high pitch, may search t .heir 
own thoughts for t .he answers o 
QUESTIONS: 
lo Comment on t .he diction used by the authoro 
2 o What kind of ~igt1re is "wild orchids of the sean? Explain 
your answero 
What is meant by "clay-born lilies of the world"? 
4o Is there any suggestion about the number of gulls observed? 
5o Taking the first eight lines, determine the pattern of 
rhyme and rhythmo 
6 o Which a·r the poet's images appeal to you the most, and 
why? 
7. If you were to suggest an order in which your senses 
provide for your loveliness, what would it be? 
80 List as many Canadian poets as you know from your study, 
and name at least one poem by each author • 
ANSWERS: 
lo Diction is the choice of words to express ideas. This lan-
guage may include figures of speecho There may also be 
symbolism, and there is usually imagery. Symbolism is 
sometimes an individual mattero We do not all react the 
same way 9 alwayso 
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- ' -The words themselves are not difficult, although certain 
word groups call for explanation, eo g 0' "carv~d in~_tan.t" 0 
Both simile and metaphor are round . in·- .this poem. There are 
also color words, principally white and blueo The wh~te is under-
lined by comparison with silver, crysta, and ivory any one of 
whi.ch is much less brilliant than the whit~ seen by ~he poet. 
The word ubluen is repeated or . emphasized in tt indigo", _  as s~en 
in the tropieso On times we can see blue so clearly that t .he 
eolor becomes truly impressiveo In the tropics, blue is said 
to have a particular vividnesso 
Imagery means word pictureso There are many _ ~ere. If p~pils 
have actually seen gulls hovering over the .. water, and perhaps 
alighting, it should not be difficult for them to appreciate 
what the poet is sayingo If not, then the imagination must bear 
the whole burden. 
2o Here the poet's imagination has actually changed _ ~he 
gulls into orchids~ to make the impression strongero 
This trick of comparison is known as metaphor the 
most common of all figures of speeeho 
3. The phrase"clayauborn lilies of the world" means lilies 
actually in bloom in an ordinary gardeno 
4o Yeso "A thousand wingsn indicates five hundrec;l gll~o 
5o The rhyme scheme of the first eight lines is a b b a c 
e· d d. Tbe lines may be scanned as follows: 
For one I carved in I stant as I they flew, I 
The lan I guage had I ho sim I il e I 
Sil ver I erys tal I i vor y I 
Were tar nishedo I Etch ed I up on/ the ho ri/ ~on blue/ 
The frieze I must go I un chal lenged I for the lift I 
And car riage I of the wings I would stain I the drift/ 
or stars I a gainst I a trop I ie in I di go I 
Or dull I the par I a ble I of snowo I 
It will be noted that tl1e pred.ominant foot is the iambus o 
However, as is to be expectedj there are other kinds of feeto 
Line three has two troc.hees and a dactylo The trochee is startling, 
w.hile the dactyl indicates sudden actiono In line five there is 
an amphibrach. This foot suggests hesitationo 
The soaring and wheeling of t .he birds are irregular >unpat_, 
terned. So is the rhythm of this poem unpatternedo Herein lies 
its beauty, because it is an image of trutho 
a 
• 
• 
• 
• 
THE FIBST PLOUGHING 
APPRECIATION: 
' - - - ._, ... . . .... · · ~ -- . -· .... - -- -· .. .. . 
In this descriptive lyric, t .he poet tells us $omething ~f ·· t}1e 
activity that April starts all over the northern half of the globe 
Farmers are busy ploughing the gr()und, preparato~y to pl~nting .. 
their seedso As the clay is turned up 9 insects are brought into 
viewo Birds are near at hand to ~ake advantage of an easy me~lo 
They dart down on the steaming soil as the farmer passes ono And 
t ·he smell of t .he freshlyc-tur·ned earth seems to give promise to 
the farmer of a bountiful crop when harvesting next comeso Thus 
the poet succeeds well in conveying the spirit and feeling of 
a scene of a Canadian f armo 
QUESTIONS: 
lo What is the meaning of t1emphemer0 an in line 11? 
2 o What examples of inversion occur in t .he poem? 
3o What birds are identified? 
4o What r .hyme pattern does the poet use? 
5o What do you consider t .he best example of alliteration 
in the poem? 
60 Write a brief note on the author {about 100 words or so)e 
ANSWERS: 
lo The word s:'ephemerau means a fly of early spring; any of 
order of slender, delicate insects with membranous wingse 
The word eomes from the Greek meaning daily, lasting but 
a dayo The adult life of these flies is only a few hours 
or days, though the larval stages often last from one to 
t.hree years o 
2 o Eac.h of the four stanzas begins with an inversiono And 
there are other inversionso Inversion is a poetic devise 
for effecto Inversion depends for its effect on the 
varying emphasis that attac.hes to different places in the 
sentenceo A word is at once thrown into prominence by 
being put first and sometimes, lasto 
3o The birds identified are the crow, the flycatcher, and 
the high-holeo The crow is a glossy black bird, which is 
gregarious and is quite large,, T.he flycatcher is a small 
bird of which there are numerous specieso All feed upon 
insects ~ which they -usually catch on the winge They are 
of different colors, some of them having two or more 
colors in blotbhes; others being spotted; while still 
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Others are red-breasted. The high-hole is the flicker or woodpecker. 
There are three common species of these: the green woodpecker, the 
greated spotted woodpecker, ·and the lesser spotted woodpecker o 1~hese 
birds are distinguished by fee~ adapted for climbing, and a modifi-
cation of the barged tongue which enables it to be thrust forward to 
extract insects from crevices. 
4. Rhyme scheme used in this poem: a -, b, c, b, d, e, b, In 
other words, the even lines of each stanza end in identical 
thyme. 
5. The line: 11 And wholesome sweet the smell of the sod". 
6. Sir Charles G.D. Roberts was born in 1860 at Douglas, near 
Fredericton, · New Brunswick. He was educated at Fredericton 
Collegiate and the University of New Brunswick. He was in 
turn school-teacher, editor, soldier in World War I, and 
author. Roberts won internation recognition both as a poet 
of nature and a writer of animal stories. He was equally at 
home with prose and poetry, and he exerted a marked influ-
ence on the Canadian literature of the early twentieth 
century. Sir C.harles died in 1943. 
CASEY JONES 
Folk songs, of which there are various kinds, are a part of~ 
the music of most of the world's nations. Such. songs emerge from 
the common experience of pioneers, lumbermen, builders, and the 
American hillbilly and cowboy. The include, too, ballads of love, 
death, and disaster, as well as Negro spirituals.. religio·as songs 
peculiar to Jegroes of the southern United States, songs with 
strongly marked rhythm and grap.h.-ic narrative style. 
It may be said t .hat folk songs are the spontaneous outbursts of 
melody on the part of people without educationo To say this is not 
to suggest that suc.h songs are inferior; it is different, much as the 
wild rose is different from the home-grown varietyo The people who 
give us folk music possess a gift inborn, as people we know who are 
musical without the benefit of training. 
BACKGROUND: 
"Casey Jones" is a story of a real ev~nt a tragic railroad 
accident in Mississippi, U.S.A. Casey was an engineer on a famous 
train known as uThe Cannonballn, and he was s.upplying on the shift 
of a fellow engineer who was ill at the time. The second man was a 
Negro named Wallace Saunders, and it was he who gave the world 
this pppular American ballad. 
I 
.· 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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APPRECIATION: 
Since the · textbook gives the tune as well as t .he words of_ 
"Casey Jones", it would be highly desirable, where possible, to 
have the selection played in the classroomo In this way there _ 
should result a hig.h degree of appreciationo Reference might .. .  _ 
well be made also to some of Newfoundland's folk songs, sucp _ ~~­
"The Kelligrews SoirE!e0 , and 11 I'se The Boy That Builds _ The B9~t"o 
The latter j by the way, is included wit.h others on a ten-minute 
reel of film in the lib1,.ary of Aud io-Visl.1al, at the Department 
of Educationo 
Literature is life, and the teacher who teaches well is the 
one who puts life into the dead words of the textbook. After all, 
ballads existed before books-arid they were very much alive thenJ 
Thus the natural thing is to have them, or at the very least, to 
hear them, SUNGl 
QUESTIONS: 
lo Who was the author of the ballad "Casey Jones"? 
2 o What is meant ·by an a.:a."lnonymous ballad? 
3o Stephen Foster is a name prominently associated with 
American folk songso \Alrite a short note on .him, and 
mention a few of his best ¥.nown songso 
4o Give one example of a Newfotmdland folk songo 
ANSWERS: 
I The pupil s own answero 
The pupilis own answero 
Stephen Foster was born in Lawrenceville, Pennsylvania, 
in 1826. At an early age .he learned to play the flute 
and violin. When he was twenty~ .he sailed down the Ohio 
.. River to Cincinnati to join his brat.her. In .his free time 
he used to compose songs, and he wrote many for the min-
strel shows, then so popularo "Oh Susanna" was one of these 
early songs. It became very popular because it was a 
nonsense-type song; and it became a favorite with every 
minstrel troupe in America. By 18L .. 9, r:• Oh Susana11 had be,. 
come the •·theme song 1 of the fortyQDniners in the California 
gold rush«> 
nMassa 1 s In De Cold, Cold Grouna.1·1 , "01.d Folks At Home", 
and n·o1d Black Joen, are three others of Foster songs o 
These, and many others, have great appeal to people both 
within and without the United Stateso He died at the age of 
38, and not long before his death he wrote uo1d Black Joetto 
He died in poverty, and his sad state seems to be reflected 
in the first line of n Old Black Joe": 'Gone are the days 
when my heart was young and gay'o 
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4~ The pupil's own answer. 
A SUMMER STORM 
VOCABULARY: 
Line 2: drQuth dryness. 
u 6: Twanging with a ringing sound; suggesting the 
twang of a bowstring. 
11: poignard having the t ,hrust of a dagger. 
APPRECIATION: 
The Canadian summer sometimes has a protracted dry spell, 
whicl1 is broken at last by a furious storm. The poem 0011sists 
of four stanzas 1 with perfect balance. Stanza three proclaims 
a sudden break rrom peace to wa~ from tranquilitr to tumultJ 
The storm is onJ Then the last two lines ,tell or another c.hange 
._sleep for a wear1 world. The last, sl1ort line is meant to show 
how very tired the people were - too weary to do another thing. 
QUESTIONS: 
1. What is 1our impression or the sound of this poem? 
2. How woi.1ld you account f'or the change in rhythm in line 
eight? 
3. Write a brief note on the author (about 100 words or -o). 
ANSWERS: 
1. Alliteration, imitative harmony, and rhyme are 1ound 
devices used by poets to conve1 1ound effects. Examples 
o:r all t .hree are to be f'ound in this poem. For example, 
the word "leaped 11 isatriotly onomatopoe101 and the poet 
supports and extends the particular onomatopoeic effect 
by repeating the 11 111 in the word "lair ~•. Ar1cl there is 
alliteration with respect to "l" in the line: 
"The beetles clattered at the blind", 
2. The night was disturbed; so the rhythm or the line ia dis-
turbed. This is another of the many poetic devices used to 
give rise to emotion. 
I 
' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Duncan Campbell Scott was born in Ottawa in 1·862 o .At . · ~he 
age of 17, he entered the Department of Indian ~fa~rs .. o 
He thus gained extensive knowledge of the fronti~r and 
the Indian way of lifeo An intimate friend of Archibald 
Lampman, he shared Lampman' s love of the Canadian · north 
He wrote a considerable amcunt of prose and verse, having 
several volumes to his credito His poetry reflects the 
craftsman.ship of an artist; and "A. Summer Stormt• unfolds 
the rise, height, and fall of a storm with sharp reproduct-
ion of sound, mov·ement 1 and imagery e He died in 1947 o 
A WINTER SONG 
\TOCABULARY: 
Line . 9: keel stiro 
n 11: saw a wise sayingo 
n 14: er abs crab_,appleso 
APPRECIATION: 
In Shakespearevs day music was a familiar part of the theatre; 
and Shakespeare inser;) ted songs_ into his plays in order to draw 
applause from the audience, or sometimes more particularly to 
please the ladieso HA Winter Songn is one of the loveliest of 
sueh songso 
Its imagery is vivido Here Shakespeare has brought together 
many simple things typical of winter in the rural areas of Englando 
Living in Newfoundland helps a person to appreciate what the poet 
is sayingo Dickj Tom, Joan 9 and. Marian are names common to the 
country, and so in them we have a partic,ularly human toucho Again, 
winter is the season of coldo Blood is nippedj so one~s fingers 
tingleo Cold fingers and cold toes form a part of our winter 
experienceo Then again, ways are foul because roada are slippery, 
or are made difficult to traverse because of snowo When the church 
is cold, there is much coughing on the part or the congregation, 
with the result that the wisdom of the preacherns words is losto 
nere Shakespeare may be giving a sly dig at long-winded sermonso 
l'fext, the birds 9 Birds in the snow are like broody hens, in that 
they have their feathers puffed out to create a layer of warm 
air to impede the coldo This description of the birds is very 
effective for two reasons: one is t .hat the image is sharp; the 
other derives from the fact that the long open vowel sounds in 
"brooding" and "snow" suggest the discomfort of the birdso Finally, 
the warmth where •:•greasy Joan doth keel the pot" and where H'roasted 
crabs hiss in the bowl11 j afford· .. a striking contrast to the 'harsh-
ness of the cold. o 
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QUESTIONS: 
1. State the theme of this song. 
2. What is the form of the poem? 
3. What about its sound? 
4~ What is t .he mood? 5. Comment on the imaginative and sensuous qualities of the 
ANSWERS: p9~m. 
1. Winter in England is both grave and gay. 
2. The form is a song in two stanzas, with a chorus. 
3. Alliteration, imitative harmony, and rhyme are dev_ices 
of sound used by poets to convey sound effects. Note 
the alliteration produced by the consonant n1n, and 
the long open vowel sounds in 
''When all aloud the wind doth blown. 
The line, "And birds sit brooding in the snow", has 
similar properties. Note the long open vowel sounds in 
11 brOOdingtt and H'Sll0W11 • 
The rhyme scheme is a,b,a,b,c,c,d,d. In our day, we call 
the sound of "noteu and 11 potn an imperfect r .hyme. 
4. The predominant emotion is one of uncomfortableness caused 
by winter's cold. However, this feeling is relieved some-
what by the warmth of the kicheno Mood is the emotion the 
poet wants the reader to experience. It should be remembered 
that poetry differs from prose in that its main appeal 
is to the emotions. 
5e The picture in this lyric holds many familiar details. 
The sense of cold is ec.hoed throughout. Icicles are 
certainly commonplace. This is a sight image, as is also 
a red nose. And then there are the brooding birds, t .heir 
feathers fluffed to do double duty. Again, we hear t .he 
wind whistlingo There is contrast between the cold without 
and the warmth within. The atmosphere of t .his winter 
kitchen strikes a familiar note all t .hroughout Newfoundland •. 
, 
•. 
• 
• 
• 
VOCABULARY: 
Line 6: 
t1 6: 
n 21'-: 
n 25: 
... 
APPRECIATION: 
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THE LONELY LAND 
spume foam; · rroth 
windrift the. fine spary blown from a breaking. waveo 
. . 
dissonance discord, lack of ·agreemento 
resonance the intensification and enriching of a 
musical vibration. Sound travels much raster in 
water than in air. Therefore t .he word is peculiarly 
suitable in this contexto 
8 The Lonely Land• is a picture ·poem. It is magnificent. It is 
magnificent in its wildness and distortion. The poet wants it thus 
He wishes to bring out the beauty of dissonance ... the beauty in the 
lack of harmony • . The short, abrupt lines which he ttses, contribute 
to this effedto The poet's choice of words, too tehds to harshness, f 
t~r exanlple, such words as "jagged", •ragged", and •stagger0 ; and the 
compounds "eloud--piled" and "wind-battered"e Then,. consider the word 
"snap", which has line eight all to 1tself1 
QUESTIONS: 
1. Is this poem free verse? Why, or w.hy not? 
2o Give one example of a .Poem in "T.he Golden Caravan• which 
contrasts with ttThe Lonely Landn o 
3. Write a brief note on the authoro 
ANSWERS: 
1. Free verse is the term used to describe poetry conforming to 
no particular metre, rhyme, length of line, or stanza pattern. 
Free verse, then, is to be distinguished from metrical and 
rhymed verseo The lines may have strong rhythm, but not 
metero The poet discards the conventions of regular metre, 
line length, stanza· pattern, and, perhaps, rhyme, to make t .he 
rhythm of h.is lines reflect or interpret his meaning. This 
type of poetr1 has become increasingly popularo · 
2. nMorning on the Lievre•, by Arc~ibald Lampman. Lampman's 
poem is serene, restful, while "The Lonely Land" is boist-
erous and dissonant. 
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A.J .M. Smith was born in Montreal in the yea~ · 199~ •. · - ~~ 
received his education at McGill University and _at th~ 
University of Edinburg. He is now Professor of 1$J.gl~sh 
at Michigan State College in Michigan, U.S.A. Smith is 
a well-known scholar and critic, and he has done much 
to make Canadian poetry better known. 
CHRISTMAS AT SEA 
.---... 
VOCABULARY::-
Line 1: sheets ropes fastened to lower corner of the sail. 
" 4: a-lee the side nearest the shore. 
l1 
H 
H 
n 
n 
l1 
u 
n 
ti 
H 
7: instanter. at once. 
8: maintops'l sail above the main mast. 
8: to go about tack, change direction while still 
heading into the wind. 
13: wider berth more sea-room. 
13: tide-race rough water caused by conflicting 
currents. 
20: went about changed direction. 
33: high sea-light light on a high shore-position to 
g·uide ships. 
34: topgallant sails sails above the top sails on a 
full-rigged ship. 
37: bearings---true course. 
38: smelt up to windward nosed her way wit.h the wind 
as if aware of the danger. 
40: below the light .far out to sea and out of sight 
of the lig.ht. 
1+2: handsome-proudly. 
. -..... ... 
APPRECIATION: 
From the opening of this ballad of t .he sea 1 it is evident t .hat the scene was laid in northern waters. But the geographical 
position is or small importance. The essence of the poem is spirit. 
Those were the days of sail no engines. There is a suggestion or 
a long voyage ahead, and so the men must all have been thinking 
much or home, particularly at t .his time or year ChristmasJ 
f 
' 
, 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Amon~ othe.r t .hings 9 t .he poem tells us that the men nsniffed the 
victuals as the vessel went abot1t11 • As 1011g as t .he s .hip was near 
land there was a.anger. Consequer.J.tly, tl1ere was ge11er~a1 relief wh.en 
the ship finally got out to sea. However~ tr1ere was one-=- a 
youthful sailor ~ho was relQctant to lose sight of land. He 
typifies the sorrow people feel at sepa1,, ation from d.ear ones e But 
every great accomplishment demands its sacrifice. A l ong life is 
not much to boast about, if nothing much has happenedJ 
QUESTIONS: 
le Who is the speaker in this poem? 
2~ Which details in lines 170032 bring out most sharply the 
contrast with those on shore ? 
3o What danger awaits the s .hip in st iai1z a r1ir1e ·?, 
4o What comparison is implied in lin~ 38? 
5o With whom do you feel most in sympat hy in t he poem, and 
Why? 
60 Write a brief not e on the au·t b.or ( about 1.00 words or so).o 
7 o What image or pi,~tre do tt1e ·words 1-r1 tb~e c~ hi.mneys ·v·olleyed 
out':' (line 19) bring to your\) mlr1d i · 
ANSWERS: 
1. The pupil's own answer. 
The pupil 9 s own answerc 
The ppil~s own answero 
The pupil's own answer-e 
?o The pupil's own answer. 
60 Robe~.t Louis Stevenson was born at Et.1i11b·11rgl1, Scotland~ · 
in 18509 in the month of) Nttt·ember ~ the saddest of a l .l 
monthsc His fattier was a ci,ril engir1eer, and to please 
him, the boy studied. engineering s and laterj law~ but 
poor health prev·ented him from cont inuing in eit.he:r· 
professiono He traveled widely in search of health-~-~ 
about Scotland, on the Continent of Eur'ope, and in the 
United Sf.ates; arid even·tually s t ar,t ed on a cr111-se among 
t.he islarids of the ·Sout l1 Paci.f i e() .~e sett l .ed with .his 
devoted wif·e on one of the Samoro1 group 9 witJ1 palmc;af'\lringe·d beac.hes and ot her.:· tropical sp1.er1dc~r1 o St env eso·:n ·bought an 
estate w.hieh he named Vailinl~J."'·----"'"'"t ,he Samoan ·word for-J five 
waters, on account of its locatione The natives were fond 
of him and called him Tusit ala, whic.t1 mea.!1s ~1 eller of~ 
Talestn ~ 
·····- -
~t"'O; c:.:...' cc 
Stevenson ·wrote some of the rnost charming essay~ . ~n the 
Englis.h Languageo 1~:reasre lslandu (.1?82 ) and "Kid~1apped" 
(1886) are two wellu.>,k:n.own examples of .nis I"omap.tic pros~ 
fictiono And tr1ere are poems o T.c> the y·ea.rs 188:4.cu86 belongs 
•
1 A Child ts Garden of ~ver.,se1~ 9 e .. ve:t-i pop11lar ·witk1 t ,he youngo 
Thoug.h Stever1sor1 did his ·best to 011tw1t deatb~ 9 death outc-
roxed him~--er·~ren at l()~ Samoa·~r- ~·~ -Wl1.en he was 011ly 440 
At his request j he was bur·ied 0I1 t ;. he top o!~ a ,mountaino 
7o The pupil's own answero 
THE REVENGE 
VOCABULARY~ 
Line l~ Azo·re~ ·~-=-~a gro·up of' islands .'in. th.e lttla:n.ticj about 
a thousan.t1 miles ·!Nest o.f' J?:eJr ·t ·ugal o 111 Sf!zptember 
1591 an Engl:ish fleet. 'wias r~J'aitir1g her'e to intercept 
a Spanish c~or.1voy :f'r"o1n t .he i1lest Indies~ laden with 
treasureo 
7: ships (lf the li.ne .. ~~~ter·"Hi a.pplied to waI; ~sb.ips of not 
less t.r1an three 't ier':s oi·- ~:lrns o 
'·' 
12; r"ef·erence to tbe :l.eade:.r·s ln tb.e Span.is.ti Inq~isition. 
30; SEfVille ~ a port ir1 t .r.1..~2. sc)1l.tf1 of· Spair..tj fo·rmerly -Che 
~ apitalo 
33 g the little ~ Revenge ~=~ ~ ship of 500 tons o 
50~ the great ~s~~ F1iiJ_i.p 9 ~~ a s .hlp of'~ J_~J'()·O to.ns ~ sunk 
by the 'RevengeYo 
57 ~ t .rie fight of t ,he or1e--~tr1e ' ~R. eiter1ge' was engaged by· 
fifteen d i fferent ships in the course of the fifteen-
hour fighto 
114 ~ a great gale blew~~IJ.he Spanisr1 .A.r-·mada was not uterly 
destroyed by the Englisl1 because the English ammunit-
i.on had been used upj ar1d tl1e English ships then reca 
turned to t .he C,haru1ele It was anr1il1ilated by the 
storms~ whicl1 dashed the already battered vessels 
upon the coasts of Scotland and Irelando 
I 
' 
t 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' 
• 
? "\' a;. J..-
QUESTIONS: 
1. Give the backgr"ound of this po~emo 
2. In wha.t way does the character of Sir Ric.hard Grenville 
contrast s .harply with that of Lord Howard 1 
3. Piek out three examples of tr1ter.inal rhyme. W.hat effect 
do you t .hink Tennyson a(~hieve ls by t .he use of t .his type 
of rhymec 
l+. (a) Which do you consider to 'be tt1e most rhyt.r.lIIlical 
staz1za in tr1e poem? 
(b) What poetic d.evice or devices cor1tri'but.e to its 
~ff ect.iy~r1ess .? . 
5. What· do the sweepi.ng li.nes of' the last stanza suggest? 
.!: 
.. 
\. 6. Tennyson was 011e of England. 9 s poets laureateo Explain the 
significance of t.hi.s title, an<i tell sometb.ing of its 
origin • 
ANSWERS: 
1. In 1591 Sir R:tehard Grer1ville was appointed vie ea.admiral, 
or second ir1 comn1and, under Admi1·al Sir Thomas Howard, 
2. 
of a squadron sent to the Azores to intercept the home-
ward bound Span.ish treasure 1,..leet o Howe·ver, Spain had 
been informed of the dispatch of t .his sqµadron, and so 
had se.nt a fleet of 53 v·essels to the i\zores. Howard's 
fleet, anchored nortt.&. of F'"lor"es, r1uni'bered only 16, and 
at least half his men were sick with scurvy, so he 
hurried ,his m.en aboard j and put to seao 
Sir R.ichard Gre11ville, in command of) the 'Re~:renge' , still 
had sick men ashore and he would not leave without themo 
He was later cut off bj"' the Spro1iards frc>m t .he main forceo 
For fifteen hours r1e fough.t the Spar1ish fleet of ov·er 
fifty vessels G When many of his cr·ew had been killed and 
he himself was mortally wounded, he ordered the master-
gunne·r to blow up the ship~ The crew, .however, surrendered, 
a&!ld Sir li.ichard was t<~ken a·board the Spanish flagship, 
where he di.ado Tl1e 'Reve11ge' later went down wit.h a 
Spanish crew of two hundred or1 board o 
I The pupil's own answer~ 
3o The pupil's own answer. 
4o (a) Stanza nir1eo 
... 
(b) Free--f'lowing rt1ythm and mtlch repetit :iono n Ship 
after· s .hip 9 the ·w.hole nig!1t long~• occurs in three 
successive lines~ The rhyme is also a factoro The 
pattern~ aa~ bbb~ ce:~ is e:'Cciti.ngo It should be 
remembered that rl'lyme perf o:rms three f·anctions: 
( 1 ) It prov·ides musical pleas~re; ~2) it sets off 
th 1 -> 13 ~. J~ ~ ~ t b. o d ~h ~ . e .1nes; \ .~ .1. ~ J.lei..ps o ·in \; e s .. , qanza~-- -·-·Or 
sometimes the poemo 
5' o The p11pil' s own answer' o 
6. In Englarid.9 11 poet la11reate 11 is a title given to a poet 
appoi11ted by the sovere ~ .gn t;o be a member) of the r)oyal 
household 9 his duty bei ng t o write poems for a special 
0 
occas1011s Q 
The term arose f;rom tr1e ancier1t c't1stom in the universities 
of presenting a laurel wreath to graduates in rhetoric 
and poetry o Sin.Ce vlor .. dswor.1 tr1' s t ime tk.1e appo:l.r1tment has 
been regarded as a r ·ecogni.tion of· poetic distinctiono 
History tells us that several poets declined the honor 9 
for eampl~, Thomas Gr ay and Sir Walter Scotto 
UL.rBSES 
QUESTIONS: 
2o Give t he 'bac kgrotu1d of ' this p~:"iemo 
3o Write out in simple prose the meaning of lines 1~5o 
4o Pick out two metaphors from this extract 9 and explain 
themo 
5 o What is impli.ed 'by u s cudding drif'ts1i ; ~~ r~ ain~{ Hyades"; 
" ringing plains of windy roy~ ? 
60 The regular pattern of these lines is five iambic feet. 
·wt1ich lines dif'fer f ·rom ti1i s regi::tlar pattern? 
7 o Describe in your o~wn words t~1e character oi'!; Ulysses, as 
here depicted by Tennysono 
Bo \«/rite a brief not e on the auth.or ( about 100 worjds)o 
ANSWERS ~ 
le Dramat i c r e f ers to drama ~.1 a composit ion w·hier1 ·portray·s 
life or charac t er ; and monologue means a speech uttered 
by· one person o I t rna\r be said Q ther.l Q t .hat a dramatic 
" ,, v 
monol·ogue has t t1r ee c haracteristics: 
r 
• 
' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
a. It introduces a dramatic moment in the life of some 
character; 
bo It reveals the speaker's own character; 
Co It implies an audience of at least one persono The 
audience plays its part by listening. 
2. The poem, "Ulysses", is a modern version of a . ~~~ssical 
themeo Hamer, t .he Greek aut.hor of the two great epics, 
t .he "I11aa•1 and the t1 0dyssey11 , lived some centuries before 
the Christian erao ·r.he period at w.hich he lived is 
variously placed, ranging from 1200 BoC. to 850 B.Co or . 
latero Even his birthplace is unknowno The 11 Iliad0 te~ls 
of events taking place in the tenth and last year of t~e 
siege of Troy by the Greekso The n0c1yssey" describes . the 
wanderings of the Greek,CXiysseus {Latin Ulysses) on his 
way ·back from t .he Trojan war, and his return home ·a 
period covering ten yearsG On the long journey back~ 
7.0dysseus was pursued by the vegeance of the gods, and 
after many shipwrecks, he alone survivedo That was the 
end of the travels of Odysseus, as told by Homer~ ·riowever, 
Dante, the Italian poet 9 in his 11 Divina Comedian, gave 
an .account of further exploits on t .he part of Ulysses o 
He told of his going to sea again with one vessel which 
he manne·d ·with the few surviving sailors old warriors 
(Homer had no survivors except Odysseus)o The setting 
out again fired Tennysonvs imaginat~on~ for he saw in 
Ulysses a hero who would not be satisfied· with the dull 
life on th.e island of Itr1aca, but would be seeking more 
adventure, more discoverieso To quote Ulysses: 
How dull it is to pause, to make an end, 
To rust unburnish'd, not to shine in usel 
3. It is only a waste of precious time for an active man 
in my position to remain on this unattractive islar1d, 
with my wife, Penelope, who is such an old woman, to 
measure and deal out bit by bit laws w.hich mean nothing 
to savages, who have to be dealt with individuallyo 
4. Two metaphors: 
a. I will drink life to the leeso 
b. Yet all experience is an areh w,herethro' 
Gleams that untravelled world, whose margin fades 
for ever and for ever when I moveo 
Their meaning: 
ao I will experience all that life has to giveo 
(~Lees" means the last drop in the cup-Jthe very dregs)o 
" 
b. A man passes through new experien.ces as .he would pass 
t .hrough an arch which leads to something more. Life is 
a splendid mystery, every day of which is 
"an arch wheret.hro' 
Gleams that untravell'd world"., 
In effect, Ulysses says: All experience invites me 
to ever more experience, that is, to keep going. 
5. l1 seudding drifes~' : rifts in lwo-moving clouds o 
''rainy Hyades'~: a group of stars supposed to presage 
raino During t .he season when these stars rose at the 
same time as the sun, rainy weather might be expectede 
nringing plains of windy roy11 ~ Ulysses was one of the 
Greek leaders at the siege of Troy, a city in north-west 
Asia Minor, opposite Greece. His memory recalls those 
fighting dayso 
6. Lines 3, 7, 8, 11, 1•7, and 20c 
7. Pupil's own answer. 
8. Tennjrson is an English poet pf the nineteent.h century. 
.. 
He preferred the peaceful, intellectual company of his ' 
family and a few intimate friends, to the bustle and 
pettiness of high societyo fie felt that the greatness 
of a nation depends upon the sacredness of its home lifeo 
In the year of his rnarriage, Tenr1yson ~was rnade poet laureate, 
in succession to Wordsworth, to wh©m he paid a nice tribute 
when he observed that the Laureate's wreath came to him 
.... 
n Greener from the brow's 
()f him who uttered not.hing basen o 
At his death in 1892, Tennyson was laj_d to rest ir1 West-
minster Abbey ·that national sanctuary whose story goes 
back to the eighth century. 
ROMANCE 
VOCABULARY: 
C~imborazo, pronounced 'cheem-bc)h.,r"al'lw.sot1', wit.h. the main 
accent on the third. syllable, is a mountain peak in Ecuador, 
in the Andes, and rises four miles abo·ve sea level. It is ai1 
extinct volcano. Cl1imborazo is an Indian work which means: the 
sun's rays t .hrough clouds atop the snow 9 How appropr·iate a name for a mountain w.hose summit kisses t.r1e heavens! 
t 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
__  __Co~_opai, pronounced ~ coh-toh-pa.hk-zee', with t~e _mai.!l .· str~ss 
on the third syllable, is another mountain peak in Ecuador. _It .. 
rises 19,600 feet, the highest active volcano in t .he world, its 
cone covered with snow9 The crater is over 2,500 feet in qi~~ter, 
and at night a fiery glow iluminates the skyo I~ eruption, . it 
ejects great quantities of ashes, and the heat, by melting -the 
snow, causes destructive floods in the valleys belowo 
Popocatepetl, pronounced 'poh-poh~cah-tay-peh-tal', with _the 
principal stress on the fo~th syllable, is a mountain peak in 
Mexico, and rises nearly 18·-,000 feet above sea level. The name 
means 'smoking nountain'o Popocatepetl is an active voleanoo The 
crater is 2,700 feet in diameter, and it produces sulphpr. 
,_. 
Line 17: 'gold dark boy'--either an Indian of the Aztec tr~b~ 
t .hat founded the Mexican Empire, conquered :by Cortes in 1519, o~ 
an Inca of Peru. The Incas were prominent in South America at . the 
coming of the Spaniards in the sixteenth century. What a healthy 
complexion these young Indians havel~Many a white person sunning 
on a beach would pay a high price for their amber. 
THEME: 
The magic that lies in the names of three volcanoes • 
APPRECIATION: 
The word 'golden' and the word 'gold' both appeat in this 
poem. In fact, the word •·golden' occurs twice. 'Golden' and. 
'gold' suggest romantic association wit.h far-off lands 7 and also 
the glowing light in the boy's imagination, as he becomes more 
and more immersed in his reading. 
One way to derive a good measure of appreciation of the po·em 
would be to treat it chorally. This may be done by having one 
boy speak th·e r ·irst two lines of each stanza; and then having 
the next two .lines spoken by a group of good speakers. Enunciation 
is very important here. Another way would be to make a sort of 
duet out of it, with one boy speaking two lines and another lines 
three and four, stanza by stanzao Interest may be .heightened also 
by having the pupils locate these places on a good map: Chimborazoj 
Cotopa%1,. Popoeatepetle 
QUESTIONS: 
1. Discuss the theme of this poem. 
2. What do these Newfoundland names mean to you: Annieop-
squoteh, Gros Morne, and Mount Peyton? 
3. Mention a half dozen settlements in Newfoundland t .hat have 
had their mames changedo 
4. Cite a few names of rnai11land Cana·.1a that seem romantic o 
5. Why is mention made ( ir1 star1za two) of the dying of the 
boy's father an.d brother~? _ . . 
6. Write a brief note on the author (about 100 words or so)o 
ANSWERS: 
1. What .strangeness, length, arid rhjr~hm 111 these romantie 
name-s ~ CIIIMBORA.ZO, COTOPAJCI' and ·POPOCATEBE'l'L! Their 
'"ery· sound is truly fasci11ating, "tl \9_fting one's imagin--
ation to associations in fvoreigr1 larids o 'l~_he,y are Spanish-
Indian names of Latin P.Jnerica. 
2. The pupil's own ar1swer". 
3. Th.e following examples r·eadily· come to mind~ 
't.."lrom " 
.[1 . · 1~ Turks Gut 
Dog Bay 
Squid Tickle 
Devil' s Coire 
Ragged Har~bor· 
Piper's Hole 
Mar·' ri:? '!':= "., • . ,- . "; A - ('. J t>:l v a ....... . ~ · 
H 'J r~-w o od 
B"urnsi·de 
~ro .. b 1 s Gove 
'Mol~:,(!"•e 
... j. ...... . J. •J 1:> -
Sw:lf~~ (~rrent 
4. Miramiehi 9 Montreal, Rimouski, Assiniboine, Windemere, 
arid ~4t piss in.g. 
5. The emotion occasioned by the two dea ths was as nothing 
compared with that experienced upor1 the tea.ding about 
t .hose places. At the age of triirtee11., romance was upper-
most in the boy's mindo He was living in a dream world. 
6. Walter J·ames Redferr1 ffl1rner· was born ln the year 18890 
He attended school in Melbot1rr1e, Australia; in J.1unich., 
Germ~ny; and in "vie.nna, At1st1Jia. At the age of 17, hew 
went· to &lgland, ar1d ser>\ted. 1N'i t.h tl1e Royal (}.srrison 
Artillery in Wor1 ld. 1~a.r Io 'rr~11er t1as travelled widely, 
and has written poetry c;f· m·uc:t1 harn~or~<.y· an.d :$.!ancy, notably 
nR.omance1~ o His ·~orks incl·ude plays as \4E:11 as poetry, and 
he is wel.l k!1own in Lo11dor1 a.s a.n 3:rt ari(l rn·usic critic. 
THE F~IDDLER OF :DOOlTiri 
A sorig or ballad of t1om.ely Irish lif~e, ~'1'he F'lddler of" 
Dooneyn reads wit .. r1 tl1e direct.r1ess of~ act·ual speec.r1 9 literal as 
simple prvoseo It suggests t .he impox:i·ta.YJ.ee of t .he merry l1eart; and 
sc~ the fiad1.er , the so~rc e ot~ much mer1·iment, pla~ys an essential 
par·t in lifee The poem opens wit_h thit:; stanza~ 
\vhen I play o·n rny .tiddle in l>ocney~, 
Folk dance like a wave of the sea; 
My cousin. is priest ir1 Kilva111net 1 
:My brotheI;) in J.ttohar· ab11iee Q 
• 
... 
t 
• 
I 
• 
• 
t 
7n - I .. 
Dooney, Kil varnet, and lvlohar abuiee are v~illages in Co:ru.1ty 
Sligo, on the West Coa.st of Ir~E~ l .andG Moharabuiee consists of 
five syllables: mo-ha~ra~b~a. Not e t he striking simile in line 
two • 
I passed my brotr1er c-u1d cottsin: 
·rhey read in thei.1") 'books (1f pr.ayer; 
I read in my book of songs 
.· ,,.,, '- .. . \.._ . ~ ~. . ~-J Jih ' ·lJ I b ht JL.. t ~ ,,,.. .,, . ... " oug . a~ ne 0~~go iairo 
Evidently the fiddler was not interested. at t .rie time in hi~ 
brother or his cousin. Or, to state tl1e matter in anot.her way, 
he considered his so.ng was at least a.s important to r1im as th~ir 
prayer books were to themG T}1is ls to say that t .he fidd.ler be-
lieved in the sacredness of his calling~ a vocation, no less. 
There are many kinds of\) vocation, and all b.av·e purposee 
When we come at the end of time ? 
To Peter sitting in state, 
He will srnile ()!l tb.e three o1.d. spi.~~:tt;s~ 
But call me f'i~ st t _hrough th.e gc~te; 
'' Peter sitting irl strjt.e ~ ~ refer"s,oo·f co·ur)se, to Ste Peter, 
who holds t .he important post 01.,, gi1ard at HeaverJ.' s gateo I:n. 
effect, this stanza says that Sto Pet er will be glad to see 
the three Irishmen 9 ·but in addi t ior1, he will give a nod to the 
fiddler to come in f .irst. lie deser1;r~~~3 to be f i·rst because· he had 
done so much good during his years on earth. 
For t .he good a re t:ll14 (,1:)Ts the n1err.Y, 
Saved by an evil chance, 
And the m·erry lcr,re t11e f iddl.e, 
And the merry love to dance: 
We have now come to thE~ theme (1f ' the poem · t .he good are 
always the merry. Goodness sr1ould prod11ce happinesso Howe·ver 9 it cannot be said that the merry are always goodo The thought 
of the first line in the stanza above is extended in the third 
and fourth lines. 
And when the folks th.ere spy· tne, 
They will all come up to me, 
With 11 IIere is the f~ iddler o:f r'ooney~'~ 
And dar1Ce like a Wa"iTe of' tl1e S9&o 
Since Hea·ven is a place o:f perf·ect happiness, it must have 
music and dancing. Thus thirtlts the fiddler, because of earth's 
association. And sure er1011gh, t rie people in .H&a."\ren welcome l1im, 
as they used to do on ear'tt1~ arid a t the sound of ti1e fiddle, 
they rjoin in a dar1ce. rl1't1s , the ly·ric closes w1.th thwe S(~me 
arresting simile as was used i n the f 'irst stanzao 
-_ T_he p~ttern of ttThe F:iddler of Dooneyu -co.nsi~ts of~ two 
light syllables followed by a h.eavy oneo This is known. as the 
anapaestic foot, which has the effect. of a strong 9 climatic 
blow4t An illustratio11 of this metre _is formd in th.e well00known. 
lines of the Christmas poem 9 
'Twas the nigt1t bef)ore C_hr"istmas 9 when all through the house 
Not a creature was stirring 9 not e~en a mouseo . __ ~ 
Understand what I mean? This very sentence: Understand 
what I mear1? is m.ade up of two a11apaests ~ each foot consist-
ing of three syllables~ tb.e first two accented o Byron t1sed this 
t .hree-syllable foot j_n uThe Destruction or· Sennacherib" o . 
Scansion is an aid ir1 capt1iring t .he lilt of a. ballad.o IfJ 
scansion is attempted here~ it will be apparent that there are 
variations in the metre~ The first stanza would be scanned thus: 
When I play I on nly fid. I dle in Doon 1' ey-; 
FolR: dance I like a wave / 1 of' the sea,./ 
My eous I in is priest /J in Kil ·~raI·, I net, 
My broth I er in Mo I ha 1:11 a bl1i ,/eeo 
When the poem has been w~aorie15 a haunting melody should 
linger in t .he minds of the pupils o 
QUEST I 01'TS: 
lo (a) What is the metre of the poem? 
(b) Mention three variations of this metreo 
2 o What is the mor1al of the poem? 
3o Is it c-iear t;hat; the brother;) and the cousin reac.hed Heaven? 
4. What is the fi.ddler vs attitude towards deat.h? 
5t) Write a brief) acco·a.nt of' the authoro 
ANSWERS~ 
1 o (a) The metre means the z1tunher ai1d kind of feet in a 
lineo Thus the answer' is ananaestic trimeter- wwwa foot 
.... 
with two short syllal,les follo·wed by one long or heavy o 
(b) A foot is a group of sjrlla"bles which recurs in accord-
' 
' 
ance with some recognized rule. Three variations: an extra · ~ 
short syllable at the end or· line one and again at the end 
of line three; the first foot of line two is an iambus, 
as is also the f'irst foot of line ttiree; and in line seven, 
the first foot is ar1 iambs~ the second j an &"'lapaest" and 
the third, an iambuso 
_, 
• 
t 
f 
• 
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2. Goodness should produce happiness~ 
3. The pupil's own answer. 
4. The pupil's own answer. 
5'. William Butler Yeats (186?-1939) was born at Sand~orit 
in Dublin, Ireland, the son of a distinguis.hed portrai't; . 
painter. He became a prolific writel! ... a vocation g1.yen 
impetus by his active interest in the Celtic Renaissance 
aad the establishme~t of the Irish Free State. Yeate · 
received the Nobel ~ize for literature in 1923. He. was 
a member of the Irish Senate from 1922·1929; and was 
one of the founders of the Irish N'atione.l Theatre in_ 
Dublin! known as the Abbey Playerse At ligo ,he imbibed 
the fo klore whio.h lends zest to many of his poema and 
prose plays. 


